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Abstract 

Power Quality in the electric supply industry is a ment emerging issue bcreasingly 
becoming a universal concem to electrical distribution utilities. Its negative impact 
affects electric distribution utilities, end-user equipment rnanufacturen. and the 
power consumer. Power Quality. like quality in other goods and services is 
measurable and identifiable but it is difficult to quanti@. There is no single 
accepted standard of power quality level defined in the electrical distribution 
inûustry. However. it is generally agreed that the ultimate measure of power 
quality is determined by the performance of the end-usen equipment when 
connected to the system. If the electric power supplying the equiprnent is  
inadequate, then quality is lacking and should be enhanced. 

This project work involves the investigation of power quality issues facing electric 
distribution utilitses today. It contains research from various ceferences to define 
power quality and su~narize its effect on electric distribution utilities. end-user 
equipment manufacturers. and power consumers connected to the distribution 
system. The project also contains a power quality enhancement case snidy of an 
existing load site with a specific power quality concem. The case study includrs a 
problem def~tion,  an analytical summary of the situation, and a review of power 
quality enhancement solutions. 

The case study reviews and evaluates the effectiveness of several power quality 
enhancement solutions. A variety of zero sequence harmonic tmp filters applied in 
different configurations are simulated in the analysis. The solutions are ranked on 
effectiveness to enhance power quality based on an analytical simulation using 
syrnmetrical component theory. The performance measured in the case study are 
neutral current reduction. neutral to ground voltage reduction, single line to ground 
fault current rise. and filter load duty. The solution perfonnance measures are 
prioritized and the solution providing the best overall results is recornmended. The 
research work concludes with recornmended areas of further study to direct future 
irnprovement in the area of distribution system power quality enhancement. 
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Review Of Power Quaiity 

O History Of Power Quulity Issues 

Power Quality issues have emerged only recently in cornparison to the evolution of the 
electrical supply industry. The appearance of power quality issues within utility 
systems is coincidental with the advent of commercially available non-linear type 
loads and power devices. Although many utilities today recognize its existence, some 
have k e n  dealing with power quaMy issues since the evlp 1980's. Most, howcvcr, 
consider power quality to be at the infancy stage of expanding growth and 
development because of the projected proliferation of power based electronic 
equipment expected to be connected to the electric distribution system in the near 
future . 

Power quality issues exist for many reasons; at the generator terminals due to magnetic 
field effects within the generator, capacitive and inductive effects on transmission and 
distribution systems during load switching processes are some traditional power 
quality examples. However, the introduction and application of non-linear power 
electronic loads co~ec ted  to the electric distribution system has only served to 
heighten the awareness of the power quality issue among the power stakeholders. 
These loads are characterized as electronic devices whose varying electrical properties 
behave unproportionally to applied system voltage or current over its entire operating 
cycle. Virtually any modem day device that has any installed power electronic circuitry 
is a source of power quality concem, whether propagating or being affected. In 1996, 
these include a multitude of commercially available products ranging from switched 
power supplies in the home computer to electronic type ballast's in energy efficient 
lighting. The average consumer today is estirnated to contain up to 12 power 
electronic based devices in the home that provides some source of power quality 
disturbance that will propagate throughout the residence. This number is cxpected to 
double by the year 2000. In industry. with its many advances in automation 
technology. they have seen an exponential growth in the application of non-linear type 
loads and equipment; which again include switched power supplies. variable speed 
drives and programmable logic controollers to name a few examples. Virtually every 
manufacturing and assembly industry today is estimated to contain up to 25 
automation type power electronic controls in the plant. The effect within the plant is 
many times more devastating than the home. as power quality disturbances will oflen 
reset entire operations and processes in mid production. End-user equi pment 
manufacturen, power consumers and electric utilities have historically stalled to 
address the power quality problem, but today have corne to recognize that it exists and 
is a permanent factor that will not just go away untreated. 



The permanent power quality solution is more complicated than recognizing its 
existence and effects. Although diagnosis is important, understanding how and why 
the effects occur are the most integral parts in developing a permanent workable 
solution. Since little is known about power quality, it is this fear of the unknown that 
causes utility p e r s o ~ e l  to be apprehensive about accepting and resolving power 
quality issues. At the same time, because little is understood about the issue, power 
consumers and end-user equipment manufactures alike view power quality as a supply 
side issue and pressure utilities to apply corrective measures. 

There are opposing factions at work between the utilities, end-user equipment 
manufacturers, and power consumers in resolving power quality issues. The consumer 
feels the negative effects of puirhased electrica! products that do not work reliably; 
utilities believe end-user equipment manufacturers should improve the level of their 
products to rnake them less susceptible to power quality effects; and on the other hand 
industry pressures utilities to upgrade power supply standards to make them more 
stringent and reduce the propagation of bnd power. Simply put it has been a never 
ending circle of accusations without a clear plan or proponent pioneenng an 
enhancement solution. However, one thing is certain, the power quality issue 
indiscriminately thrives affecting al1 who are connected to the electric distribution 
systern; households, industry and commerce. 

o Power Qua&v Drfnillon 

Technical Dict ionury Re ference 
A formal definition of power quality in standard electtical terminology does not exist 
as with other standard industry parameters such as voltage. current, impedance. etc. In 
fact, power quality as a terrn is undefined in the thirteenth edition of the Siondard 
Handbook For Elec~ical Engineers; an extensive 2000 page Engineering reference 
manual of terms and theory. The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering 
handbook, also does not define power quality as a specific tem. However. it does 
touch on some aspects of power quality such as electromagnetic compatibility , 
harmonies. and transients. Power quality is measurable and can be expressed in 
relative ternis such as voltage or current harmonic distortion. However, there is no one 
single measuring quantity that would be defined as a standard measure. nor is there a 
defined level or range of acceptable power quality. Power quality is best described as 
a system performance problem viewed from thrce perspectives; electric distribution 
utilities, power consumen and end-user equipment manufacturers. Depending which 
group is asked. each view and defines the power quality issue as a problern for the 
other tu interpret and resolve. 

Stuke holders Vie wpoint 
Another way to define power quality is from the stakeholden viewpoint; each 



outlining where they see the state of the issue. The utility, for exarnple, defines power 
quality as the limitation of the manufacturers poorly designed product having linle 
robustness for standard pie-set variations in electrical supply. The supply standards 
existed well before the affected products were developed. Therefore the products were 
not manufactured to operate within power supply specifications. The utilities also 
place equal emphasis on the economically conscious but uninformed consumer who 
rely on product selection through purchasing economics and not end-use application or 
life cycle costs. The clichés, yoir get what you pay for or buyer be ware apply to 
purchasers who operate from this platfonn of lowest price shopping. 

Consumer's on the other hand define power quality as the inadequacy of electric 
distribution standards of supply. Utility distribution systems are lagging behind the 
evolution of end-use product technology and have not adapted their systems to accept 
these products. The systems in place allow power quality disturbances to propagate 
intolerable variations throughout the power supply to others connected. Equally to 
blarne are the manufacturer's who provide virtually no consumer product rating to 
identify product electrical immunity levels or power supply intolerance factors. 

Finally, equipment manufacturers also define power quality as the lagging utility 
power supply standards that have not adapted to the sensitivity of the consumer 
technical product market. Systems today are not designed to prevent or limit the 
propagation of power quality disturbances beyond the disturbance source. The 
equipment manufacturers equally identify the consumer as a contributor to power 
quality issues because of their misapplication of manufactured equipment; not realizing 
what they are buying and how to apply the equipment purchased. 

Resultant Eflect 
Power quality can also be drfined by its effect on electrical powered equipment. 
Power quality is sometimes best understood by its impact on equipment operation. 
This effect is described in most utility power quality referencr documents as foilows: 

poiver quality is the degree to which borh the irtiliwtion and delivery of elecrric 
power affects the performance of electrically powered equipment . . .. the 
occurrence manijesied in voliuge. currenf or frequency deviution that results in 
failrrre or misoperation ofelectronic eqliipment. 

Power quality is therefore defined as the uncharac teristic equipment misoperation due 
to a source supply change. This definition by nature implicates the electric distribution 
utility. as the supply authority. to be the cause of power quality issues. This is a 
farniliar perspective for distribution utilities, who were traditionally known to be 
responsible for an earlier version of power quality knowvn as system reliability. System 
reliability was an earlier form of power quality as it referenced the uptimr of the 
electric distribution system. End-user equipment manufacturers products were very 



resilient and tolerant of seconds type waveshape deviation. Consumer supply 
expectations and reliance on electrical energy was very low in cornparison to today 's 
requirement. Deviations of the power supply waveshape in the microsecond range 
were neither visible nor important enough a factor for the consumer or equipment 
manufacturer to be concemed with. Because the effect went umoticed at that time 
does not mean that power quality disturbances did not exist; just that they were 
invisible and did not have the same impact as today. 

Physical Characterist ics 
Power quality can also be defined by its visunl appemmce or physical dcscription. In 
most cases power quality is visually described as distortrd non-uniform sinusoidal 
waveform shapes containing large amplitude spikes with fast nse times; a more precise 
and simple term is power system harmonics. System harmonics is a measurement tetm 
used to define the level or the extent of system power quality. It is characterized in 
electrical systems as a series of sinusoidal source supply waveforms of either current or 
voltage with varying amplitude and fiequency that are integral multiples of the 
fundamental power line fiequency of 60 hertz. Therefore harmonics introduced into the 
ptireiy sinusoidal system wili distort the supplied 60 hertz waveshape (current or 
current) for several to many cycles. Harmonics are usually expressed as a percentage 
value of the fundamental 60 hertz unit and in most cases. except for resonance and 
other special cases follow the diminishing contribution referenced to the fundamental 
as show in the table 1 .O below: 

Harmonic Order Harmonic Component Value 
(% Of Fundamental) 

Fundamental (1 st) 

Table I .  O : Harrnonic Component Representution 

Utilities have traditionally studied transients and ofien confuse harmonics with 
transients. Hannonics are not transients and differ in the time domain characteristic. 
Harmonics are a steady state phenornenon venus transients which are due to sudden 
system changes or a reaction of the system to a change, which is then damped out of 
the system within several cycles. In addition, harmonics can be differentiated from 



transients on the basis that transients occur at the natural power system fiequency, 
regadless of whether or not it is a harmonic fiequency. Hmonics on the other hand 
occur at multiples of the natwal Frequency and c m  be dominant at multiple points. 

In a time relationship definition, transients are momentary disturbances that occur in 
less than 0.5 cycle and whose effects last up to 120 cycles. Transients are high 
amplitude, short duration disturbances, which are typically caused by switching of 
reactive component loads such as motors, transfomiers, and capacitor banks. Sags and 
voltage flickers, which are longer range momentary disturbances, occur with more 
freqiiency and are due to heavier starting loads of motors. Hamionics on the other 
hand are steady state effects. and can be augmented or compounded by transient source 
effects. However, they always exist on the system as immaterial as they sometimes 
may be. 

There are two main types of electric distribution system hmonics; voltage and 
cunent. Each is somewhat related to the othcr through ohms law, however. the 
characteristics and impact of each differ. One typical source of harmonic on the line 
voltage is caused by harmonic current acting in an ohms law relationship with the 
power source impedance. For example, a 20 ampere hmonic  current being drawn 
from a source impedance of 0.1 ohm will generate a harmonic voltage of 2.0 volts. 
Line voltage harmonics can radiate common mode interference into high frequency 
domain infrastnicture such as communication systems. Harmonics on the line voltage 
will generate hannonic current in linear loads such as induction motors and power 
factor correction capaciton. Harmonic current. on the other hand can be generated by 
non-linear loads and will flow through the distribution system and its components. A 
schematic representation of hannonic current tlow in a 3 phase system is shown as 
Figure 8.0 in Appendix 'A'. Harmonic current will generally flow fiom the load back 
into the electric distribution utility source. The impedance's seen by the harmonic 
current source looking back into the system are the 60 hertz loads c o ~ e c t e d  in parallel 
with the utility source impedance. In most cases the distribution system components 
are sized, rated and designed to handle 60 hertz loads. However, when sizeable 
harmonic current is present on the system, problems are likrly to occur at the non- 
fundamental frequencies such as premature breaker trips. overheating conducton and 
system equipment damage or malfunction. Power quality may not be an issue at the 
fundamental fiequency. but may be important at a multiple hmon ic  of the 
fundamental. More identification of specific equipment reaciions to harmonic 
current/voltage is discussed later in the report. 

Although power quality is not a forrnally defined electrical parameter identified in 
reference manuals, we have consequcntly attempted to formulate a definition from 
various bases; a technical dictionary reference. a stakeholders perspective. a resultant 
effect description, and a physical characteristics interpretation. 



O Sources of Power Quality Disturbunces 

iiarmonics are usually created by non-Iinear load equipment connected to the 
distribution system. The non-linear effect can either be voltage or current 
characteristic related. Utilities generate as close to a perfect sinusoidal voltage 
waveshape at the generating source as can possibly be for al1 intents and purposes. 
Although it is recognized that there is potential harmonic source creation at the 
generators due to the interaction of magnetic and electric field effects. it is generally 
accepted and regarded as low level background power quality noise. The warteshape 
rernains relatively unaltered, other than amplitude and phase shifls, as it is transported 
normaily through the delivery systems (transmission and distribution) to the load. 

System loads will draw current and when considering the normal operating range be it 
capacitive, inductive, and/or resistive will be proportional to the voltage. This 
statement holds true when staying away from atypical steady state operating points 
such as core saturation in the case of transformers. The general characteristics of 
traditional load impedance are independent of applied voltage and their impedance 
response at any given frequency will be linear. However. power electronic load does 
not behave as does typical system components and as such will draw current to a 
sinusoidal voltage input which is not proportional over the entire operating cycle. 
There fore these loads are characterized as non-linear and include cornmon devices 
such as AC variable speed drives, power rectifiers and inverters. arc welders and 
fumaces. static VAR compensators, power conditioning equipment and discharge 
lighting (metal halide. compact fluorescent, etc.) The non sinusoidal current consumed 
is due to the device impedance changing drastically over a compiete voltage cycle. 
Most devices connected in industry are more reactive than resistive and are thus very 
sensitive to voltage fluctuations. Therefore voltage power quality concerns are usually 
the more critical of the electrical characteristics measured and analyzed in power 
quali ty cases. 

While the harmonic producing load is a sink for the everyday utility fundamental 
current, it is usually viewed as a source of h m o n i c  current at other frequencies when 
working with a power quality concem. The level of h m o n i c  current flowing across 
the system impedance, which varies with frequency. determines the harmonic voltage 
distortions. They are related through the system impedance that the harmonic current 
will travel through. Also, realizing the system impedances vary with different study 
frequency, what appears normal at 60 hertz may be a concem ai the 3rd hmonic  (1 80 
hertz), 5th harmonic (300 hem), etc. Usually harmonic studies include a sinusoidal 
waveshape analysis measuring deviation from the fundamental nom expressed in 
terms of a frequency component. 

In most cases the source of a power supply disturbance originates within the customers 



plant or building. Rrcent surveys conducted by Ontario Hydro show that over 90 
percent of power disturbances originate from within the customer's or a neighbour's 
facility and are due to the use of disturbance producing equipment, improper wiring 
and grounding, or misapplication of enhancement equipment. Also, another concem is 
that in some cases individual loads can be a large percentage of the power drawn in an 
industrial setting and turning them on or off can result in significant voltage changes 
within the building complex. A recent study concluded by CEA, in which utility 
distribution systems were surveyed across Canada, shows that utility distribution 
systems produce a very good and relatively clean level of power supply to the load. 
Furthrr commentary of  this study is provided in the power supply standards section of 
this report. 

Although utility distribution systems are noted to provide a relatively clean level of 
power it is still considered a source of power disturbance because of the use of 
standard protective system devices. The common system devices, which operate under 
abnormal conditions to limit the extent of power outages, are defined as relayed circuit 
breakers. automatic circuit reclosures, switches, and fused cut-outs. These devices are 
used to maintain the continuity of supply to customers based on their power supply 
needs. They limit power disturbances to mornentary outages in the fast time frame 
range: 8 - 10 cycles, 100 milliseconds. Distribution system technology has evolved to 
minirnize the power disturbance impact by implementing new arc quenching 
technology (SF, equipment) to make them work faster. electronic wnsing to operate at 
zero crossing points(e1ectronic sectionalizers) to try and minimize visible power 
disturbances. However, in today's sensitive electronic market these improvements to 
collectively rnaintain the continuity of supply and limit the negative power quality 
effects may still fa11 short of meeting consumers or equipment manufacturers 
expectations from the harmonics perspective. 

Usually the same equipment that is very sensitive to the level of power quality is also a 
generator of the hmonics.  These include the popular silicon controlled rectifier 
circuits used to power computer technology coniponents applied throughout society. 
These devices cause power disturbances because they are equipment that switch 
repetitiously many times in less than a second. Other common and commerci~lly 
available equipment that are sources of disturbances is variable speed drives, DC 
rectifiers. unintemptable power supplies (UPS's), arc fumaces. static VAR 
compensators. saturated transformers, florescent gaseous discharge lamps. Other 
known and complex sources of harmonic generation include; tooth ripple on AC 
synchronous machines. variation in the air-gap reluctance in synchronous machines, 
power transformer h m o n i c  generation due to non-linearity of the magnetic circuit, 
solid state voltage controllers, and frequency converters. These latter sources of 
hmonic  generation have k e n  known for some time and have been recognizable and 
accepted as a minimal and tolerable back-ground of harmonic pollution. 



DiEerent equipment will have varying power quality identification during its normal 
operation. A useful guide, Handbook of Power Signafures, refen to power quality 
identification as the analysis of power signatures. In other words each component 
connected to the distribution system will have its own unique power signature or 
behaviour bom a power harmonies source perspective which can be observed and 
consistently predicted. Examples of power harmonic content of some well-known 
devices are listed in table 2.0 below: 

Component I 1 Application/ 1 Dominant 
Device I Condition I H-onic Order 

1 Characteristic I 
Arc Welders 

(3 Phase) 
Steady State 
Application 

Tuble 7 0 :Hurmonic Orders Of Concern For Typical Electricul Eqittpmenr 

Knowinp the power signatures of any device under study in advance is an extremrly 
effective trouble shooting tool when completing a power quality disturbance analysis. 
It will, in most cases, help pinpoint sources of disturbance during the preliminary 
investigation. In the report case study we will review a situation that is rich in 3rd 
harmonic current from switched mode power supply sources and alaborate further on 
the characteristics identifjhg this problem, the concerns created and the solutions 
available to solve this problem. 

O Impact Of Power Qualiw Disturbances 

The effects of low level power quality of elecvical supply are varied and dependant on 



the type of power disturbance that occurs. In most cases the equipment affected is 
electronic based and behaves as if there was insumcient voltage when RMS voltage 
readings prove adequate. Every repetitive wavefonn including AC voltage and current 
sinusoidai wavefoms can be decomposed into a series of summated sine waves or 
harmonics of various amplitudes, fiequencies and phase shifts. Men a disturbance 
occws to affect the AC sinusoidal waveform, the effect cm be observed and isolated 
when decomposing the distorted wave into its elements or harmonic component. One 
can observe the dominant hannonic fiequencies, those with the highest amplitude, and 
when compared to the original undistorted wave c m  detennine the overall degree of 
impact as well as the offending hmonic(s). In addition, the geometric summûtion of 
the odd and even harmonics gives the total harmonic distortion (THD) which is an 
effective measure of how distorted the wave really is from the perfect sine wave. 
Although some may refer to it as the standard measure of power quality it singularly is 
not the only measure. This measure c m  ofken be misleading as for example many 
adjustable speed drives exhibit high THD values for input current when they are 
operating at very light loads. This may not necessarily be a significant concem 
because the magnitude of the harrnonic current is low even-though its relative distortion 
expressed as a percentage of the hindamental value is high. Standards bodies like the 
IEEE have tried to address this issue in standard 519-1992 which defines a new term 
called total demand distortion TDD. Like THD, it too is a measure expressed as a 
percentage of a relative value to define the effective value of harmonic distonion. 
However. unlike THD it is expressed as a function of total demand rated current rather 
than a percentage of the hindamental current magnitude. The measure of THD can 
give an indication of cxpected tempenture rise in equipment affected by harmonics. 

Large numbers of persona1 cornputer or similar equipment operating on the sarne 
branch circuit in an office or home can seriously distort the source voltage waveshape 
and generate high levels of harmonic current. Switched power supply devices are 
sources of 3rd order hannonic current because it generally draws current in pulses near 
the peak of the sine wave. In three phase power systems the effect could be the 
overioad of branch circuit wiring when the harmonic current contributions from each 
phase add up in the neutral conductor irrespective of load balance. The case study will 
elaborate on this particular problem later in the report. 

Power system disturbances were found in the early development of power systems at 
the generator terminais by observing distorted source waveform shapes. The major 
concem at that time was the impact of these distortions on synchronous and induction 
machines, or problems with common-mode interference with telephone 
equiprnenVlines and power capacitor failures. However, today the problems have been 
extended to involve many common items and components that are commercially 
available. The following common system components found in most secondary 
systems are listed to provide some background as to the effect and extent power quality 
has on systems today: 



Neutrai Circuits In a 3 phase 4 wire system the neutral conductors can be 
severely affected by non-linear loads connected to branch 
circuits. If the loads are single-phase, certain harmonics called 
triplens (odd multiples of the third harmonic) do not cancel but 
instead add together in the neutml conductor. If the system has 
many of these non-linear single phase loads the neutral current 
can exceed any of the phase current which is a real danger 
because neutral circuit protection is not a common practice. 
Also, at high frequencies the skin e f i t  phenornenon becomes 
more of a concern than at nominal frequency. High frequency 
current tends to flow closer to the outer surface of the conductor, 
thus reducing the effective cross-sectional area of the conductor 
and increasing its resistance and thus causing a heating effect. 

Circuit Breakers Thermal magnetic breakers use a bimetallic stri p trip mec hanism 
that responds to the actual heating value of the current 
waveform. The circuit breaken trip when the metallic strip gets 
too hot due to harmonic current overloads. Peak sensing circuit 
breakers respond to the peak of the current wûveform and dont 
always respond properly to harmonic current. Because the peak 
of the harmonic current is usually higher than normal. the 
breaker may trip prematurely at a low current. Also. nuisance 
trips on ground fault protection cm occur when neutral current 
is high due to triplen harmonics. 

Electric Panels Designed to cany 60 hertz current they c m  become 
mechanically resonant to the magnetic fields generated by 
higher frequency harmonic current. The panel mechanically 
vibrates and emits an audible buzzing sound at harmonic 
frequencies, exposing it to mechanical stress. Bus b a s  and 
connecting lugs located inside the panel can become overheated 
and overloaded because of the triplen harmonics ninning 
through them. 

Telecom Systerns Telecommunications systems oflen give the first clue to a 
hannonics problem. Telecommunications cable is usually run 
next to the electrical neutral conductor and is terminated in the 
home or office next to the electrical panel. At times the sarne 
grounding point is used so there is the potential for triplen in the 
neutral conductor to cause inductive interference, which is heard 
on the telephone line as amplified audible noise. Generally 
communication circuits are insensitive to power frequency 



signals, but are very sensitive and susceptible to high fiequenc y 
hamonic signals. 

induction Motors Induction motors are particularly vulnerable to higher frequency 
voltage harmonics for two reasons; the eddy current losses 
within the motor are proportional to the frequency squared and 
certain harmonics. notabl y the fi Ah are negative sequencing 
which means they are backwards rotating. Good practice d e s  
for motors dictate that total harrnonic distortion on the line 
voltage side should be less than jiia percent. Applied voltage 
above a motor's rated value, as well as voltage phase imbalance 
can cause an increased starting current, increased torque and 
decreased power factor. Reduced power factor cm also have 
adverse effects on motor temperature and starting torque. 

Capacitor Banks If a power factor correction capacitor is located in the system 
there is the opportunity that it has a parallel resonance with the 
inductance of the power system, any harmonic current present 
will be amplified, possibly leading to the destruction of the 
capacitor. In addition, capacitor switching may cause transients 
and misapplication of these devices can cause long term 
overvol tage. 

Home Electronics Clocks on appliances, television's. and VCR's are comrnon 
indicaton of power disturbances. Ofien the digital docks in 
these devices suffer mernory loss or reset afier a minute duntion 
power disturbance. The most simple solution would be the use 
of memory type circuits built with capacitors installed at the 
equipment side that will allow ride through of the equipment to 
these types of power fluctuations. However, the dilemma faced 
is although the solution is simple and inexpensive to implrment. 
the associated mark-up on the end product can price it out of 
competition. The solution need not be implemented as long as 
the perception of the problem remains with the power supply 
authority and not with the manufacturers of the product. 

High Density Lighting 
The fact that most high density discharge lighting. used 
frequently in industrial settings. can take from 10 to 20 minutes 
to fire up and corne back after a fault is cleared is a further 
example of an apparent supply problem. In this case utilities are 
saddled with the cornplaint of low lighting after an outage when 
a more appropriate solution rests with the manufacturer in the 



Transformers 

application of special HID starting systems to quicken the lamp 
start-up time. 

Commercial buildings have 6001347 volt transfomers in a delta- 
wye configuration. When neutral current reaches the 
transformer. it is reflected into the delta portion of the primary 
windings, where it circulates and causes transformer overheating 
and subsequent transformer failure. A transformer problem can 
occur fiom core losses and copper losses. Transformers are 
nomrlly rated for 60 hertz phase curent load only. Higher 
frequency harmonic current causes increased core losses due to 
eddy current, hysteresis, and non-uniform current distribution 
resulting in more heating than would normally be expected from 
the level of fundamental current. As a result this may cause 
transformer burnout and failure. This heating effect demands 
that the transformer be derated for harmonic loads or replaced 
with specially designed k-rated transfomen. The amount of 
transformer derating is dependant on the harmonic content. The 
most rigorous method for determining transformer capability is 
given in ANSL/IEEE C57.110-1986. The method is somewhat 
impractical because it requires extensive transformer loss test 
data provided from the manufacturer or test facility plus a 
complete hannonic spectrum of the load current. A more 
appropriate and practical method is that provided by the CBEhfA 
Association. The method involves several straiyht fonvard 
measurements made with commonly available test equipment. 
Using the derating method, it is necessai). to mrasure both the 
true-RMS phase current and the instantaneous peak phase 
current for each secondary phase. If the phases are unbalanced. 
the numbers in the formula should be an average of the three 
phases. Transformer derating using this rnethod is determined 
from Transformer Harmonic Derating Factor THDF = 1.4 14 x 
1 / 1 The result is a value typically between 0.5 and 1 .O. 
Multiply the transformer rating kVA by this factor and the result 
is the derated transformer capacity . 

A harmonic producing load can adversely affect other common 
distribution system components that are installed adjacent to or 
downstream Fiom the harmonic source. The above list shows 
the mors common effects that have been characterized over the 
years of studying these problems. These are the most obvious 
signs and effects to watch for and the solutions have more or 
less become basic and standard. However, new recently 



developed products with varying characteristics have unknown 
behaviour when connected to harmonic producing sources. The 
type and extent of these harmonic ef5ects for these new products 
are also unknown and will need to be studied if they are to be 
understood. As we develup library's of system harmonic 
producing component modelling and reaction of distribution 
components to power quality disturbances more will be learned 
about this phenomenon and enhancement will become an easier 
applied standard. 

O Po wer Qualily Enhancement 

There are many sellable power quality enhancement solutions available in the 
marketplace for the user to evaluate. The range in products and application is varied 
and astounding dong with their degrees of effectiveness. The sophistication of each is 
linearly dependant with cost and effectiveness. That is, the more sophisticated and 
broader the application, the more effective and higher the cost. The simpler and more 
focused the application the less effective it is, on a robust scale and the lower it is in 
cost. Cost can range from the S 100.00 to the SI O, 000.00 and is largely dependant on 
the robustness of the application. The real power quality enhancement questions 
needed to be asked are how big a problem is power quality and what level of 
enhancement is required from the range of solutions available to solve it? The 
objective for any solution is to design power quality enhancement equipment that 
would be applied at a central location and will provide full CO-ordination with the 
system it is comected to. Usually the enhancement will involve specific equipmrnt 
behaviour at a dominant harmonic frequency and it should also be stable with the 
remainder of the system at 60 hertz. 

At the simplest level of power quality enhancement solutions is the tuned harmonic 
filter. It is individually designed for each specific end-use product it is attached to. and 
tuned for a particulu dominant harmonic frequency. The filter is usually attached in 
shunt with the particular load providing a low impedance path to ground at the tuned 
frequency. However. the limitation with this solution is the lack of robustness beyond 
one harmonic frequency. It is usually designed for low consumption electronic loads 
such as computer power supplies, and although simple in theory and design, it is also 
known for imtating the problem rather than improving the conditions. The positive 
aspects are that it is defined as enhancement at the equipment level; where the solution 
is imbedded into the product and is oblivious to the purchaser, simple in design. and 
cost effective - in the order of S100. The usual point of application of this solution is 
at the product manufacturing end where rnanufacturers can design the filters and pass 
on the incremental cost to the consumer. This level of solution needs more work in 
broadening the application to increase its effectiveness beyond one harmonic 



frequency, and improving its CO-ordination with the system it is attached to. 

The problems caused by power electronics are dependant on the nature of the device 
itself (quality of manufacture) and the system to which it is connected to for operation. 
tt  follows that each situation is different and that severe problems cannot be solved by 

generic solutions. The next tier or more advanced level of solutions involves specific 
site problem investigation, identification of the problem source and selection of the 
applied enhancement device. These solutions are varied but ofken involve the 
installation of a series of products known as harmonic traps. These are commercially 
available tuned isolating transfomen diat offer low impedance paths for specific 
dominant harmonic components. This solution offers improved effectiveness over the 
simple low cost solution and cm be centnilly located for a more global application 
rather than at the source location of equiprnent. A sample system schematic showing a 
harmonic source representation and zero sequence harmonic trap application is shown 
as Figure 9.0 in Appendix 'A'. This level of power quality enhancement is further 
explored in the case study analysis. 

Although the solution to the power quality dilemma is key, what is ofien the more 
important and least completed task in the enhancement process is the investigation or 
the power survey. The survey i s  a methodical step by step investigative process used 
to successfully resolve power quality concems. The process is effective. but very 
meticuious and requires a disciplined and up-front effort at the start during the 
information gathering stage for successful power quality enhancement. The process 
established by the author is described below as follows: 

I Information Gatherhg and Ver~fication 

Before stxting with the on-site survey, preliminary work is needed to 
obtain necessary data that will be used to confirm readings taken in the 
latter stages. You will need to obtain al1 the critical information on 
non-linear type source equipment installed at the site. its rating. current 
draw, immunity to power fluctuations, and power conditioning 
requirernents. Electrical 4ayout drawings will be required of the site. 
identiQing circuit size and ratings, dates of any wiring changes made. 
and identification of physical wiring path. The site normal operating 
conditions will be required. regular business hours, equipment start-up 
times and sequences. etc. The most important information is the 
specific description of the power quality symptoms such as fiequency of 
occurrence, tirne of occurrence. randomness of occurrence. etc. 

Once this information has been collected it needs to be analyzed for a 
preliminary indication of potential harmonics sources and then the 



information needs to be confirmed on site. This is ofien a dificult 
process as business owners keep very few accurate records such as 
building wiring and equipment data and some guess work and follow- 
up will be necessary. This confirmation will also involve working with 
the electric distribution utility to obtain data on work conducted in the 
area, trouble calls reported in the area, and any switching activity 
(capacitive or distribution type) conducted during the time of the 
disturbances, etc. It is worth investing this time at the start of the 
process as it will Save time later and will help during the site 
mcxuremcnt stagc. 

2 Physicul Inspection 

The next step is to make a second site visit ro physically inspect the 
power distribution system and check for al1 the obvious signs of power 
quality problems. The initial exam should start at the point of problem 
otigin - with the sensitive equipment and should work its way back to 
the source of the power distribution panel through al1 the wiring, panels. 
and transformers. between the two points. Confinn that the wiring ai 
the sensitive load is within code - check for loose neutrals, improper 
grounding, wire sizing, overheating signs. At the breaker panel. 
confirm the circuits feeding the sensitive load by tuming it on and off 
noting other components supplied from the sarne circuit. check for 
visual signs at the panel - correct wiring and size of wire to within code. 
overheating signs. buzzing sounds emanating from the panel. 

At the transformer vetify the nameplate data of the transformer with 
your records. note any visual signs of faulting. overheating, transformer 
derating due to chmges in cooling arrangement. listen for buzzing 
sounds, ensure the transformer is properly rated for the load supplied. 
check the neutral to ground bonding and check for parallel ground 
paths. Check the utility records for customer load patterns. note any 
changes in consumption, on and off peak loading, power factor changes 
and also check for any power factor correction capacitors installed 
along the supply Iine at the customer. Correct any problems, such as 
wiring, grounding, or any ohvious signs of power quality problem 
sources prior to the start of the next step that is site measurement. 

3 Site Meusurement 

Once this preliminary data is recorded and confirmed it is tirne to take 
site measurements. At the site you will need to take measurements 
with a true RMS type meter - not an averaging type, with clamp-on and 



probe attachments for current and voltage measurements, also a power 
disturbance analyzer. An authors noie: 1 have personally used and 
prefened the BMI 4800 over the Drantez Harmonic analyzer and 
recorder for its ease of operation, features and data storage and playback 
facilities. In addition the CEA Power Quality Survey Study has built 
some very usehl software tools that work well with this unit. However, 
either unit is acceptable for the application. 

Take RMS measurements at the sensitive load, service panel and 
transformer to determine the phase draw and neutnl r e t m  of the p o w r  
supply. Usually the RMS reading is a quick preliminary indication of 
supply overvoltage, high neutral retum current, or overloading of 
circuits that are obvious signs of power quality problems. The RMS 
measurement will hel p direct the monitoring location and threshold 
settings for the power disturbance analyzer. The Hmonic analyzer 
threshold settings are a very critical step in this process as the recorder 
will trigger and record on these power supply fluctuation settings. The 
correct threshold scttings will help reduce the arnount of data needed to 
be analyzed once the site measurements are complete. It will also assist 
to focus on the critical harmonies required to be analyzed as background 
disturbance levels are always present but usually ineffective on 
equipment misoperation. Once the analyzer is set, sample some 
readings recorded to ensure the equipment is correctly installed and the 
settings are correctly selected. Finally. you will need to determinr the 
required installation period. Usuall y the measurement period is 
determined by the frequency of power quality problems reported and 
generally 10 days of monitoring is substantial to obtain sufficient data 
on power disturbances. 

4 Data AnaIysrS 

Based on the power signatures recorded you will need to analyze the 
data and identify the power quality problems encountered. You will 
then need to make recommendations on an enhancement solution to the 
power quality problem at hand that may involve sorne confiming 
calculations and expected resulting effects. This above noted technique 
was used in the case study presented later in this report. 

O Power Supply Research and Standards 

One of the more important questions needed to be asked from the elecvic distribution 
research perspective is how big a problem is power qualiîy in the suppidv indusrry 



today? It has k e n  roughly estimated by Ontario Hydro that the annual cost to 
customers in power quality related system down time and equipment damage exceeds 
$22 million annually. This estimate was derived fiom customer cornplaints to Ontario 
Hydro, and is conservative because it is based solely on reported cases and not on 
actual cases. Ontario Hydro was one of the first utilities to recognize and address the 
power quality issue fiom the supply side perspective. They have worked to help 
distribution utilities understand and resolve customer power quality issues. Some 
initiatives undertaken from the power supply side to curb power quality problerns are 
reduction of transformer station low voltage capacitor bank switching and reduced on- 
load tap changer adjiistments. 

If the size of the problem is relaiivcly large today. how big will this problern become 
in thefiture? Again, Ontario Hydro estimates that by the year 2000, mer-one-halfof 
the electric load will be frd through power electronic connected equipment. These 
electronic loads are here to stay. and although there is some research efforts applied to 
using newly developed products to reduce emissions and equipment susceptance to 
power supply quality, it is not expected to eliminate the problem entirely. Therefore 
power supply standards and research effort need to focus on addressing the power 
quality issues from an equipment emissions reduction perspective and possibly look to 
augmenting distribution systems with newly designed components that will provide 
cleaner power supply . 

We have reported the current size of the problem and identified that since it is just the 
tip of the iceberg it will continue to grow. What remains to be asked is whur is bezng 
done in the area of powr qud  ity research? 

In Canada a number of electric utilities have formed research and standards 
cornmittees to address power quality issues. The Canadian Electrical Association 
(CEA) has established a Power Quality Steering Committee under the direction of the 
customer Services Division. It's mission is to provide support to electric utility 
customer services prograrns. and CO-ordinate al1 power quality research activities 
within the CEA as well as the main liaison with external organizations such as 
Electrical Power Research Institute (EPRi) and International Electro-technical 
Committee (IEC). The current direction of the CEA is to build from an existing CEA 
interest group titled the EIecrromagnetic C'omputibiliry (EMC) group. This new title is 
simply power quality redefined to be less focused on the utility power system and more 
global to include manufacturers and end-users. Although the title has changed. the 
focus of the group remains unaltered. 

The CEA has completed several studies on power quality but one recenily completed 
three year project wonh noting is the Nutional P ower Qztality Surîey (CEA Projecr 
220 D 71 1A); this author was a participant of this project providing data for analysis. 
The project objective was to provide a first pass benchmark of power quality 



measurement within the distribution system and at the customer service entrance panel. 
Since power quality issues are relatively new, the project would help define some 

power quality parameters such as; where is the concem?, how large a problem is it?, is 
the distribution system a source, delivery medium, or problem additive?. As part of 
the project the researchers established a common language on power quality definition 
and measurement across Canada. The project included site monitoring throughout the 
utility distribution sysiems across the country and the results were used to obtain actual 
power quality levels. The results show that power quality supplied by the utility at the 
distribution system level to the customer is very good. There are few transient 
disturbances recorded (confiirming distribution system index of reliability data of 
99.99?40 or better) at the distribution level with average voltage recorded within 101.1 % 
of the nominal; well within the 5 % limits specified in the Canadian Standards 
Association (CSA) Siundards Of Supply (see table 3.0). However, the voltage did 
exceed the normal level range for 7.3% of the time and the extreme range for 0.2% of 
the time. The results at the customer service panel are a more important discovery and 
show that power quality is not as good as that provided by the utility, giving indication 
that power disturbance sources are within the load side of the system. The results 
show there were 5 to 30 times more transient surges and 1.5 to 15 times more voltage 
sags on this part of the system. These results begin to confirm and support the 
argument that utilities may not be the source of power quality disturbances as 
originally viewed by equiprnent manufacturers and power consumers. 

In conjunction with the National Power Quality Survey, the CEA also made attempts 
to classifi various types of equipment in accordance wiih equiprnent mission and or 
susceptibility levels. This project expanded into the development of the Power Qiîality 
Testing Nrtwork (PQTN) in conjunction with 50 US utilities. and EPRI. The project 
focuses on the development of performance criteria and test procedures. as well as 
compatibility of selected electronic equipment. This project is currently undrr 
development and subsequently not completed. This effort should go a long way to 
help diagnose power quality problems and will help in defining solutions from a 
recognized standard set of power quality concerns. This will help to standardize power 
quality pro blem assessment and enhancement. 

From the manufactunng sector, the Cornputer Business and Electronics Manufacturing 
Association (CBEMA) has contributed to power quality research with the development 
of the CBEMA power quality curve or envelope also known as IEEWANSI Standurd 
116 (2). The CBEMA curve relates overvoltage limits with respect to tirne duration of 
the occurrence and is used by manufacturers of electronic products as a design criterion 
for their products. A sample drawing of the CBEMA curve is shown as figure 1 .O in 
Appendix 'A' and outlines the power quality envelope as an upper and lower 
measurement limit with tirne of exposure on the ordinate axis. The CBEMA objective 
was to set a design standard defining power supply limits beyond the CSA steady state 
limits by which manufacturers could develop their products. The CBEMA curve 



meets this objective as this c w e  effectively provides a correlation between system 
supply voltage with time limits of exposure. 

The Canadian Standards Association (CSA) has developed a type of power quaiity 
supply standard CAN 3-C235-83 that define the steady state power supply voltage 
limits (generally understood to be * 5% Nominal, 18% Extreme) but has no reference 
to tirne outside the averaging voltmeter limitations. The three phase 4çonductor 
voltage variation limits are shown in table 3.0 below measured at utilization points: 

N o d d  Extrcme Normal Normal Extreme 
Sy stem Low Low High High 
Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage Voltage 

Limit Limit Limit Limit 

1201208 Y 10811 87 1101190 125/216 1 271220 

Table 3.0 : CSA Standard Voltage Limits Of Strpply At Utilizution Points; 3 Phuse 4 
Wire 

This standard was first established in the mid 1960's but was never envisioned to be 
used as a power quality standard to address today 's power quality issues. 

In Ontario. the Municipal Electric Association (MEA) is working collectively with 
municipal electric distribution utilities to review policies conceming darnage caused by 
power quality problems. revising the standard practices and investigating new avenues 
of providing various types of services to customers affected by power quality. They 
are also CO-ordinating efforts in developing new power supply standards that will 
address power quality concems. 

The CSA is working closely in the area of Power Quality with the CEA and various 
allies in the manufacturing, telecommunications and acadernic cornmunities. The CSA 
power quality cosrdinating cornmittee will be recommending in 1996 actions 
conceming the Power Quality aspects of existing and new standards to the appropriate 
Standards Steering Cornmittees. In this manner. al1 interested power quai ity 



stakeholder's will be an integral part of the development of consensus standards. It is 
worth noting that CSA standards changes have historically not moved as quickly as 
expected. The standards changes addressing power quality is most likely no exception 
to this experience. 

Current trends indicate there will be a growing and on-going role in power supply 
standards development and research related to power quality with the following focus: 

Power Quulity Consultants, will be needcd to provide site specific assistance 
and analysis in finding broader more effective enhancement solutions to power 
quality concem at the customer end point. This is a need resulting from the 
various levels of consumer expectations, and their lack of understanding and 
practical expertise at solving power quality issues. 

Power Supply Standards, groups with utility support to implement long term, 
general solutions to power quality standards definition. Also utilities are 
looking at new and novel solutions to power supply requirements and are 
investigating new business opportunities in offering different levels of 
electricity quality for different rates. 

Equipment Munufacturem, are investigating new developments in power 
semiconductors. magnetic storage, and super conductivity tliat would offer new 
types of enhancement equipment installed at the equipment level to remove. 
eliminate or reduce ernissions of the problematic electromagnetic 
characteristics of c o ~ e c t e d  equipment. 

The following is a comprehensive list of technical documentation found in the electrical 
distribution utility industry that are considered to be power quality smndards. 
Although they do not deal specifically with the topic of power quality, each defines 
power quality io some degree and provides a comrnentary on power quality issues. 
They are good sources of reference that help shape the definition of power quality: 

IEEE Std. -14 
- 142 
-24 1 
-242 
-518 
-5 19 

industrial Electric Power Systems 
Industrial & Commercial Power System Grounding 
Commercial Electric Power Systems 
Industrial & Commercial Power System Protection 
Guide On Power System Noise Control 
Recommended Practice On Hannonic Control In Power 
Sy stems 
Industrial & Commercial Power Systems In Health 
Facilities 
Interconnection Practices For Photovoltaic Power 
Sy stems 



ANSI Std. C62 
P678 
Pl  100 
Pl  159 

NIST FTPS-94 
NST-SP768 

Test Procedures for Interconnecting Static Power 
Converters 
Grounding Of Power Station instrumentation & Controls 

Guides & Standards on Surge Protection 
Voltage Flicker and Service to Citical Loads 
Powering and Grounding Sensitive Equipment 
Monitoring of Electric Power Quality 

Installation Grounding . ADP Equipment . lnterconnected 
Protection Of Electronic Cornputer Data Processing 
Equipment 
Lightning Protection Code for Buildings 

Electric Power for ADP Installations 
Overview of Power Quality With Respect to Sensitive 
Electric Equipment 

Standards for Safety of Transient Voltage Surge 
Supptessor (TVSS) 



Power Quality Modelling 

O High Frequency Mode1 

The high frequency model of power line disturbance should be used in cases were one 
is examining impulses or disturbances with a frequency component above 20 times the 
fundamental power frequency of 60 hertz. As a nile of thumb when using the high 
Peqlrency model one cvould be looking ut disturbances in the I kHz. range or  higher. 
nie  model treats the clectrical systcm as a set of scrics resonant circuits that hava 
separate resonant frequencies for the different parts of the system. For example the 
closer you are to the actual load the higher the resonant frequency. The further back 
from the load in towarûs the distribution systern the lower the resonant frequency. 

In using the high frequency model, the distribution system is subdivided based on 
circuit length and chmcteristics into ai least 1 separate components or regions: 

Region 1 the electric distribution system with voltage limits from 10 kV 
to 40 kV resonates in the frequency range of 400 hertz to 1 kHz. 

Region 2 the secondary sewice entrance or service stack to a dwelling or 
building resonates at a frequency range of 1 O kHz to 100 kHz. 

Region 3 the typical branch distribution circuits within the building 
resonate at a frequency range of 50 kiiz to 250 kHz. 

Region 4 the extension cord or most power cords to appliances and 
equipment ring at 500 kHz. to ZOO0 kHz. 

We know from wave filter theory that disturbances do not propagate through those 
parts of the system with dominant frequency components higher than the resonant 
frequency of that part of the system. As an example an impulse with a dominant 
frequency of 800 kHz could not have propagated through the distribution system and 
building structure and therefore must have been generated locally within the building. 
As a rule of thumb the higher the dominanr freqitency of the distwbance rhe closer to 
the actuul point ut which ir wus meusurecl. Occasionally there are cases where the 
disturbances are propagated through some capacitive coupling or capacitive effect 
between distribution lines travelling adjacent to each other and across open contacts 
such as a breaker. Also there is the effects of reflections along the line when 
considering the inductive nature of the lines although they are easily damped out by 
capacitive loads on the hie. These instances may change the application of the above 
mentioned nile of thumb and are exceptions rather than the nom. In using the high 



fiequency model the user needs to determine the fiequency dependency of each 
component model and must assess whether its effect is large enough to include it in the 
analysis or neglect it. Other factors worth considering are mutual and self coupling 
effects on the components as well as lurnped versus distributed parameter modelling. 
In most cases the shunt admittance terms of the distribution system must be considered 
in the evaluation and may have a large influence in the solution. In any case the high 
fiequency model is usually a very complex analysis requiring much effort in 
component modelling. The high fiequency model was too complex a model and not 
particularly applicable or usefùl in the case study outlined in this paper. 

O Low Frequency Mode1 

The low fiequency model is used in cases where the disturbance has frequency 
components up to 20 times the nominal value of 60 hertz. This works well for 
disturbances from the nominal up to 1 kHz. The model unlike the high frequency is 
treated as strictly passive either lumped or distributed parameter elements. zero 
impedance AC source with series impedance's describing characteristics of the system. 
The model is much simpler as inter-frequency dependency of cornponents is usually 
neglected and self and munial effects are minimal in the analysis. The value of these 
elements is simply equal to the sum of the winng and transformer impedance's. If the 
system under investigation is relatively short in length the shunt admittance terms in 
the lines representation can also be neglected. 

This circuit is proportionally dependant on the load current drawn by the load. If the 
load current is high then the voltage drop across the resistive element is high and 
voltage may be low. The voltage characteristics at the load are directly proportional to 
the current draw characteristics of the load itself. For example one assumes that in a 
three phase system with three phase loads the nrutral current balance out. However 
with electronic loads because the current draw is non-liner and the draw is pulse like 
near the crest of the sine wave. the retum current from each phase fail to cancel and the 
neutral current can almost be twice the phase current. The low frequency model is 
generally the most commonly used model for power quality analysis because of its 
simplicity and accurate results. 

O Use Of Syrnmefricai Component Theory 

The symmetrical component theory is an application of the low frequency model 
analysis and was specifically used in the case study outlined in this paper and is thus 
reviewed here for background purposes. Symmetrical cornponent theory was first 
introduced in 191 8 by Fortescue and operates on the principle that any unbalanced 
system of 3 related phasors cm be resolved into 3 systems of balanced phasors (for 3 



phase systems). The balanced sets of components are defined as follows: 

Poslfive Sequencc ( 1, + ): consisting of three phasors equal in magnitude, 
displaced fiom each other by 120 degrees in phase, and having the same 
sequence as the original phasors. The positive sequence representation is the 
only point of driving source modelling in symrnetncal component analysis. 

Negutive Sequence ( 2, - ): consisting of three phasors equal in magnitude, 
displaced from each other by 120 degrees in phase, and having opposite phase 
sequence as the original phasors. There are no driving voltages in the negative 
sequence representation. 

Zero Sequence ( 0 ) :  consisiing of three phasors equal in magnitude and with 
no phase displacement from each other. There are no generated emfs in the 
power system and thus it contains no driving force voltages in its 
representation. 

The three systems of balanced phasors can be connected together under different 
conditions to accurately determine the circuit reaction to component insertion or fault 
conditions. In the case study the symmetrical component method is used to determine 
the system reaction to the addition of a system component(s) to reduce a particular 
dominant harmonic frequency. The symmetrical component theory will allow us to 
study the effect of the power quality enhancement solution at the fundamental and the 
dominant fiequency. In the case study the dominant harmonic order is the 3rd at a 
harmonic frequency of 180 hertz. 

In using the low frequency mode1 we are evaluating the circuits as lumped parameters 
and neglecting the self and mutual inductance rffects. In using symmetrical 
componcnts the three circuit parameten (positive, negat ive. and zero sequence) must 
be identified and the characteristics of the equipment must be included in each circuit. 
Therefore the wires, transfonners, cables. and any other devices in the circuit are each 
represented in the three symmetrical components respectively. The value of the 
quantity for any individual equipment in the circuit will differ in each cornponent 
representation. For exarnple a transformer is represented in the positive sequence as 
one value, the negative as another, and finally in the zero sequence a third value not 
necessaril y al1 equal. Usuall y for most equipment the positive sequence circuit 
quantity is often equal to the negative sequence value with the zero sequence circuit 
value king different. The most well known exception. however. is the rotating 
machines in which positive, negative and zero sequence components are not equal. 
The case study does not include any rotating machines and ihus this component is not 
modelled in the analysis. 

The sequence impedance values of most equipment pararneters are obtained from the 



published manufacturers data. Generally, positive and negative values are easily 
available, however, zero sequence values are ofken not readily available and either have 
to be field measured or estimated fiom experiences. Most times some standard niles of 
thumb must be applied that will allow the information to be calculated from the 
manufacturer supplied component data. 

Positive sequence cornponents are only considered under the evaluation or study of 
balanced 3 phase systems; positive and negative systems are used to study phase to 
phase unbalanced conditions. Any condition involving the study of phase to ground or 
neutral connections must involve al1 three systems; positive, negative and zero 
sequence components. The zero sequence component is the special case of the three 
components because the physical circuit connections will dictate how the component is 
represented in the zero sequence component model. 

When the circuit is connected under normal condition the system hmonics also 
follow a similar symmetrical component sequence as described in the table below: 

Tuble 4. O :Harmonie Order Componenr Sry uence Refirrnce 

Harmonic 

As can be seen from table 4.0 the triplen harmonies are all zero sequence and thus 
additive in nature that will explain why high triplen harmonic content will cause high 
neutral conductor current and will lead to conductor overherting. The effects of the 
5th and 7th are negative and positive sequence orders respectively and this is useful 
when studying the alternatives of transformer phase shifiing as a means of eliminating 
either hmonic  order. The winding configuration of a delta wye arrangement on a 
transfonner produces a 30 degree phase shift at the 60 hertz. fundamental frequency 
but in addition produces a 180 degree phase shift on the 5th and 7th order hmonic  
causing a cancellation effect of those hmonics. Therefore it becomes useful to see 
why the symmetrical component model is an effective tool to analyze power quality 
harmonic problems on a distribution circuit. 

Component Sequence 
J 

Order 



O Cornmentury On Use Of The EMTP ModeMing Tool 

The electro-rnagnetic transients prograrn (EMTP) was tirstly written and developed for 
the study of power system transients. With the evolution of the power system to 
include high voltage direct current converters (HVDC) and static VAR compensators, 
the EMTP was adapted to analyze these power electronic circuits as well. The EMTP 
is now considered a very effective and versatile power system analysis tool that has 
been adapted to include a frequency-scan routine for network-wide hamonic analysis. 
This computer simulation tool is very useful in simplifying the study of some very 

complex cases. However, with al1 computer tools some caution must be exercised. 

When using the EMTP the author notes some precautions: The first being the program 
is without a doubt extremely sensitive and volatile to data input formatting. Also with 
the various versions of the prograrn that exist, it is difficult to distinguish the subtle 
nuances between versions, but what is certain is that each is just as sensitive to input 
data format. We found that some local users have up to three or four different versions 
of the same program as well as intemally developed software support tools making it 
difficult to find a single knowledgeable resource about al1 particular versions; 
Dommel, UBC, EPRI, or Ontario Hydro versions. The author hûs worked with both 
UBC and Ontario Hydro 1993 versions and has not upgraded beyond that level. 
However, 1 understand that both have new releases. which include improved man 
machine interfaces containing Windows type graphical user interface fcatures as well 
as useful component rnodels relevant to power quality such as gate and valve operation 
in SCR's. Through general observation and informal user surveying 1 have found that 
most program users, including myself, that have started with one particular version of 
EMTP are accustomed to it and do not prefer to switch to another version readily. The 
programs arc: continually under review and some stage of redevelopment. One thing is 
certain that not are al1 as commercially available or economically viable to the 
common Engineer in the utility industry. 

The second cautionary note in using the EMTP program is that one needs to be careful 
to prevent numerical oscillations of the analysis that usually occurs when opening and 
closing switches during simulation. Numerical oscillations are caused by the 
trapezoidal rule of integration and appear in voltages across the inductor when the 
derivatives di/dr through them change suddenly, as is the case when opening and 
closing switches. Improvements to EMTP have been made to use the CDA schemr 
(critical damping adjustment). In this scheme the backward Euler method of 
integraiion is used over two half steps dt/2 immediately aHer switch change followed 
by the normal trapezoidal rule of integration method. This has improved the 
performance of the program and aithough it has not eliminated numerical oscillations 
entirely it has been somewhat effective in reducing the occurrence. 



The last cautionary note on harmonic anaiysis of EMTP is on component modelling. 
The system under investigation is usudly modelled as lumped parameters under steady 
state conditions. However, when it cornes to rnodelling the system load it must be 
considered as two parts; a sink of steady state current/voltage at the fundamental 
frequency and a source of harmonic current/voltage at the dominant hatmonic 
frequency. The difficulty in using the EMTP is in the complex process of model 
development for simulation into the program. Since component model libraries are 
virtually non-existent for use in EMTP, and manufacturer data unavailable for these 
quantities to effect a reasonable rnodel h m  product literature the remnining option is 
site characteristic measurements. Therefore for reasonable accuracy in the rnodel, 
enough site measurements of these quantities must be taken to correctly model its 
effect in EMTP. A suggested method to complete the analysis would be to conduct the 
simulation as a load at the fundamental frequency to understand its steady state effect. 
And then conduct the simulation at the dominant harmonic frequency with the 
component modelled as a currenVvoltage source injecting only the harmonic 
current/voltage of the order under concem. The size or arnount would be dependant on 
the site measurements taken. This places a great deal of dependency on accurate site 
rnrasurements that are required to model the injected cumntholtage source. 

To help address the last point the CEA has recently completed a two volume report 
Projecr 267 D 766 of which Dommel was a participant on determination of distribution 
system component panmeters at harmonic frequencies. The project objective was to 
develop ideas on how to model power system components for harrnonic analysis using 
computational methods. Although it was to be program independent it included mode1 
testing of various software programs (EMTP. CYMEHARM. V - H m ,  etc.). The 
study focused on the harmonic interactions that take place between distri but ion 
network components and development of a component harmonic model library from 
which users can use as an easy reference guide for component models. This is a very 
useful guide and a large effort was required by the researchers to identiQ al1 possible 
considerations in modelling distribution components in the EMTP and the harmonic 
effects. Hence component modelling was considered outside the scope of this project 
and EMTP hmonic simulation of the case study was not included. However it would 
appear more research work in distribution system component modelling using EMTP 
is needed and that a project on this subject alone would be a large but worthwhile 
undertaking. 



III Case Study - Problem Definition 

O Case Description 

The case under investigation in this paper involves the complaint of a power electronic 
based computer equipment random reset occu ing  with irregular frequency during the 
regular course of business operation. The symptoms of the problem appear harmonic 
relatrd and tlie equipmrni affectrd was a very rxpensivr and rxtremeiy sensitive 
Kodak manufactured photographic reproduction system based on recently developed 
computer graphics hardware technology. 

The system was successfully installed at the print shop site for approxirnately I month 
and was tùlly operationally tested during the installation phase. All appeared to work 
well and the equipment was used sporadically for training purposes only. After 1 
month the equipment went into full production and the reset symptoms were 
encountered. The first reaction was to troubleshoot and repair the rquipment as the 
problem was believed to be equipment related. The equipment installer had responded 
to several complaints from the business owner on  the poor reliability of the recently 
purchased equipment and in an effort to remedy the problem had replaced several 
printed circuit boards that failed. This resolution was unsuccessful as the reset process 
continued at random with no improvement. The randomness of the computer reset 
would cause expensive deiays in the process as the system never stayed up long 
rnough to complete one major graphic reproduction job and consequentl y the many 
hours of work expended was lost. There were no othar complaints of equipment 
misoperation such as nuisance protective breaker tripping or problems with telephone 
communication interference during the period that the problem occurred. Everything 
appeared to be confined to the newly installed equipment and there was no doubt that 
this equipment was the largest electronic based load in the centre. 

O Si14 Observations 

The electrîc distribution system under observation is a 150 kVA rated transformer 
supplied from a 13.8 kV primary underground cable. producing 1 ?O/?O8 Volt 4-wire 
secondary service supply to the customer from a separately enclosed transformer vault. 
The medium sized commercial photo-reproducing shop consists mainly of print shop 
set-up with predominately single phase loading and some three phase components. 
The circuits are wired through conventional wiring systems throughout the building in 
which the main distribution panel serves a number of single phase 3 wire circuits 
routed throughout the building. Neutra1 conducton are common to al1 circuits 



teminating at j i f i  type power pole drops and through the walls supplying individual 
outlet type line-neutral-ground plugs. The business operation opens to the public for 
production at 9:00 a.m. and closes at 5:00 p.m. when a large number of personal 
computers and office machines are switched on and used throughout the day. 

A site investigation was completed and a review of the clients load appeared to be 
within the 150 kVA transformation capacity supplying the systeni. Visual 
observations of the building showed there were many personal computers of different 
vintage and manufacturer origin instdled in this building and also a great deal of 
photo-reproducti ve computer based equipment . There was fluorescent l ighting used 
throughout the complex for lighting purposes with some minor electronic based 
compact fluorescent lighting installed for energy swings mesure. With the large 
volume of switched power supply based equipment in this operation, as well as some 
power conditioning and back-up UPS including the newly installed graphic 
reproduction equipment, it appeared third harmonic current may be a factor in this 
investigation. 

The clients shop wiring drawings were reasonable and had shown some new wiring 
changes recently completed to accommodate the newly installed equipment. Except 
for some minor loose connections most likely due to age of service than workmanship. 
and somr wire routing corrections al1 appeared to be within the electrical wiring code. 
Of major importance during the visual observation stage was to ensure that the system 
neutral was a continuous connection throughout the system wiring and was solidly 
bonded to the incoming power system neutral and attached to the grounding lug at the 
vault transformer. A visual observation conducted of the main panel and supply 
transformer showed signs of overheating and was warm to the touch. This observation 
was latter contirmed with infra-red thermograph measuremcnts. 

A utility vault drawing showing supply details and a schemaiic representation of the 
electrical layout in this building supplying the general area in which this affected 
equipment was located is s h o w  in Appendix 'A' as figure 1.0. 

O Site Measurements 

Steady state site measurements of phase current and voltages at the load and at the 
transformer vault or main splitter panel were obtained using a hand held multimeter. 
The meter used was a Fine Instrument Corporation Mode! 725 digital Trur RMS 
multimeter. The supply transformer secondary phase and neutral cables were 
independently mcasured as well as ai the load. As expected the steady state phase 
voltage and current readings were within range at both locations. Using the readings 
obtained, the calculated power delivered to the load was consistent with the equipment 
nameplate readings. The measured transformer load draw was consistent with the 



utility power consumption billing data and confirmed to be well within rated 
equipment supply. 

However. in rneasuring the steady state neutral current we observed the following 
unexpectedly high readings ai both locations noted in table 5.0 below: 

Table 5.0 : C'use Study - Neutrd Currenr Measuremenrs Taken r l r  Branch .hi Splifter 
Panels 

A harmonic spectnim analysis for both site measurements (splitter and brmch panels) 
is show as figures 3.0 and 4.0 respectively in Appendix 'A'. The neutral current is 
the vector sum of the phase current and would be normally zero if the phase current is 
balanced in both amplitude and phase. The concern was obvious that these readings 
were unacceptably high. Especially when these readings were compared to a 
reasonably predicted neutral curent taking into account mavimum phase imbalance 
loading. Although the client could have done a better job balanciny single phase load. 
the expecred wont case value was estimated to be approximately 20 percent of the 
measured quantities. This nilcd out the possibility of poor phase load balance to 
account for such abnomally high readings. If the neutral current is unexpectedly high 
and phase balance is not an issue, then triplen harmonies are one likely cause. 

Measurement 
Location 

During the site observation phase of the study it was noted that the splitter panel and 
vault transfomer temperatures appeared honer than normal to the touch. This 
observation was confirmed with an infra-red themograph reading usiny an dgema 
hand held infra-red meter. The readings showed the transformer surface temperature 
was 42 O C  and the main panel neutral bus bar surface temperature was 3 1 O C  and 
confirmed the overheating concem. The expected normal transformer operating range 
was approximated to be 30 - 35 OC and the panel should be close to the ambient 
temperature of 25 O C  that day. From the municipal electric utility perspective one 
concem was that the transformer supplying this customer would have to be derated 

Splitter Panel 1 117.4 1 200 / 61.1 1 129.5 W 

Neutrd 
Chmnt 
( A ~ P s )  

42.7 

I 

, 

Branch Panel 

1 

Circuit 
Ampacity 
( A ~ P s )  

30 

60 Hz. 
Cment 
(Amps) 

18.4 

Third 
Hannonic 
( ~ P s )  

30.5 



because of the unknown damage caused by a possible overheating condition due to 
increased loading. 

The neutral current frequency was not immediately measured which would have 
provided an imrnediate focus on the problem. However, the next step in the process 
was the installation of the BMI 4800 Power Scope Harmonic Analyzer to monitor the 
neutral current charactetistics including a full harmonic current spectnun analysis. The 
unit was installed first at the splitter panel for 7 days and then at the branch panel for 
an additional 7 days. Two harmonic analyzen would have been ideal so that we could 
compare readings on the same tirne base, however, two meters were not available. The 
equipment was installed for 14 consecutive days of operation and the resulting 
information analyzed with the full harmonic spectrum summary attached in Appendix 
'A' figures 3.0 and 4.0 for review. The critical values are summarized in table 6.0 
below: 

Odd Hannonic 3rd Harmonic % 
Of Fundamental 

Tuble 6.0: Cose Stltdy - Harmonie Disrorrion :Vlcasuremenrs Tuken A r  Brunch und 
Spl ir~er Punels 

The harmonic analyzer measurements confirmed the initial conclusion of a triplen 
harmonic problem with the highest quantity king the third harmonic order at almost 2 
times the nominal value. The source of the third harmonic content was clearly the 
result of the clients own switched power supply based equipment as the harrnonic 
problems coincidental 1 y occurred within the normal course of the days business 
(Monday - Saturday 9:00 a.m. - 500 p.m.). The next step was to determine an 
appropriate corrective solution to eliminate the triplen harmonic power quality 
concern. 



O Prcliminary Solution Cottsideratiion 

Reviewing the site measurements and problem symptoms, the goal was identified to 
reduce the high third harmonic current content in the neutral retum. The clients 
original concern of equipment reset, was concluded to be the result of the high retum 
current and irnpressed neutral to ground voltage created. A second concem identified 
during the site review stage of the analysis was the overheating neutral conductors. 
main panel bus bar, and possible transformer damage. Reinforcing the neutral 
conductor with a second return path was considered but immediately rejected as it 
would not snlve the equipment met problem, and did not fit the clients economic 
constraint as there would be a large cxpense and down-time in business operations to 
rewire the building. Also this option would only mask the power quality problem and 
not eliminate it entirely. The transformer was considered to be derated, and based on 
the worst case scenario of using a derating factor of 0.5 resulted in a reasonable margin 
of safety reducing the 150 kVA transformer to 75 kVA. still within the normal 
operating range for the load supplied. Although the problem was not resolved the 
transformer derating ailowed a reasonable time limit to develop a longer term and 
broad based permanent solution to enhance the power supply quality. 

A second alternative was considered; a tuned shunt type harmonic filter such as a 
senes inductor capacitor combination installed in shunt with the system. The concems 
identified were not with first tuning the filter for the correct harmonic frequency but 
adapting the Rlter tuned fiequency to accommodate system changes without 
recalculating and re-tuning for every change. The filter would need to be self-adjusting 
to be effective over any period of time while system changes take place. For instance 
the rewiring of new circuits, addition of new equipment, virtually any change to the 
current state would require the circuit to be re-tuned. In addition. the introduction of a 
capacitor inductor combination into the system raised some concems of compounding 
the problem when equipment is switched on or off. The equipment reaction to the 
introduction of the tuned circuit was difficult to predict since littie was known about 
equipment harmonic load modelling of the existing equipment. There was concern 
about unintentionally exciting sorne other system resonant frequency causing other 
problems. This option, although in theory should work, was rejected because of 
unknowns of equipment effect. and self-tuning problems. 

A third alternative was explored to relieve the tnplen harmonic neutral current; a zero 
sequcnce harmonic trap seemed to be ideally suited for this application. This 
comrnercially availabie device is specifically suited for the elimination of triplen 
hmonics  created by switch mode type power supplies. The trap characteristics are 
neutral current diversion without adversely affecting circuit and equipment 
charactenstics. The unit is easily installed in shunt at the source or load ends of the 
circuit with minimal installation costs and little circuit re-wiring. Although the trap 
appeared to provide a reasonable solution there are some considerations to be 



investigated such as size and rating as weil as the placement o f  the trap to obtain the 
most effective use. In addition since we are introducing a new passive element into the 
system we should study its steady state effect on the system operation. A detailed 
study of these options is presented for discussion purposes in the next sections. 



IV Case Study - Theoretical Model and Analysis 

O Developme~t Of Case Theoretical Mode1 

As described in the power quality modelling section, the low frequency lumped 
parameter mode1 was studied using the symrnetrical component theory. The following 
supporting conditions, assumptions, and limits on the analysis of the case study are 
identified as follows: 

because the major concern is with the 3rd order harmonie, and thus we 
are dealing in a fiequency spectrum under I kHz we can simpliS, the 
analysis by excluding the high frequency effects on the system. This 
includes the resistance skin effects on electrical conductors. 

the components will be rnodelled as lumped parameters rathrr than 
using distributed parameters because of the relatively short distance of 
conductors and the locally confined conditions. 

ground retum impedance path was assumed to be negligible and hence 
neglected in the system study. Zero sequence impedance's includes 
neutral retum only since normal operation of the system is assumed. 

the analysis will be completed using symmetrical cornponent theory and 
solving the system at two independent fiequencies: the fundamental (60 
hertz) and the 3rd order harmonic (180 hertz). Thus the inductive 
reactance is assumed to be directly proponional to frequency. The 
solutions at both frequencies will be combined using super-position and 
the combined results will be interpreted. Because the concem is to 
reduce 3rd order harmonic neutral current the analysis was not extended 
beyond the 3rd order harmonic. 

a because the 13.8 kV distribution system supplying the client is very 
stable and considered to be a stiff system in the electrkal sense the 
source impedance's upstream of the 150 kVA transformer were 
neglected on the primary side of the transformer. 

a the 150 kVA source transformer data shows these units are of the three- 
legged core design and thus the positive, negative and zero sequence 
induc tance were assumed equal . 



al1 system impedance's were converted to complex per unit notation at 
150 kVA and 208 Volt base and used consistently throughout the study 
analysis. Detailed supporting calculations are attached as reference for 
each model in Appendix 'B'. 

Using the zero sequence trap there are three concems or factors that will need to be 
studied tc, detemine the trap effectiveness in solving the power quality issues in this 
case shldy; 

a reduction of the third harmonic neutral current; the mount  of ncutral 
current diverted away from the neutral conductor into the trap. 

a the resulting effect of the trap in reducing the neutral-to-ground voltage 
distortion. It is realized there is a correlation between neutral current 
and voltage through ohm's law and therefore the impact c m  be 
quantified. 

a the addition of the trap will alter the steady state behaviour of the circuit 
and hrnce will have an impact on two steady state characteristics - 
normal load draw on the circuit and fault level changes due to 
impedance changes. 

The zero sequence trap is offered in three common configurations - conventional wye- 
delta winding trap, improved zigzag winding trap. and the last option is a tuned series 
capacitor wye-delta trap. There are advantages to consider in each of these traps. 
however. their impact and effectiveness will be studied as applied to the circuit at the 
branch panel also referred to as the load centre and the splitter panel. 

O Discussion Of Mode1 Solution Performance Mu<rsures 

Pior to conducting the case study analysis to determine the most effective trap 
selection it is worthwhile to identib the derivation of the three performance measures 
used in evaluating zero sequence trap effectiveness. 

Neutra1 Current Diversion (MD) 
Neutral current diversion NCD is essentially the prime purpose of the trap and the 
amount of cunent diverted away from the system into the trap is the effectiveness 
measure. The trap diversion of zero sequence current from the system neutral is best 
explained using the zero sequence model of symmetrical component theory. The zero 
sequence systern parameter is s h o w  to be modelled in parallel with the trap zero 
seqwnce impedance as illustrated below in figure 1 .O: 



1 - Trap - 
1 

- 

1 

Figiire 1.0: Zero Sequence Impedunce Diagram 

1 

The total zero sequence current in the circuit is represented by the term 10 which in 
effect is the total 3rd hmonic  current imposed on the system neutral by al1 non-linrar 
loads at the point of the prospective trap connection. The corresponding neutral 
current expected in the systern is three times the zero sequence value; IN = I, x 3 and 
impresses the zero sequence voltage afier flowing through the zero srquence 
impedance 2, which is shown to be the parallel combination of the zero sequence 
impedance's of the trap Z,, and the circuit 2,. 

S y s  t em 

This neutral current in normal system operation is the result of system load unbalance. 
The worst case scenario for largest load unbalance is studied with symmetrical 
component theory rnodelled as single phase to ground fault. Subjecting the system to a 
single phase to ground fault after connecting the trap load impedance results with the 
trap being in parallcl with the system circuit impedance as shown in the generic circuit 
above. 

I * 

The NCD trap performance measure or improvement is calculated as a ratio of zero 
seguence trap current 1, to total zero sequence current 1, and is obtained usine the 
current divider principle from the circuit above as follows: 



The above formula is a ratio and can be expressed as a per unit or percent by the 
multiplication of 100. Note that the reactive component of the impedance term is 
frequency dependant and is show abbreviated for the 60 hertz calculated value but can 
be used to calculate the effect at 180 hertz by adjusting the fiequency dependant 
impedance ternis accordingly show as follows: 

where X, = Z x f L  und Xc = I/(?nfC) 

und f = frequency in hertz 

Neutrai- To-Ground Voltage Distortion Improvement (NG V) 
The neutral-to-ground hndarnental voltage (NGV) in the four wire system is basically 
zero in a balanced condition. However, any impressed third hmonic  voltage will 
appear between the neutral and the ground independently of the existence of 60 hertz 
voltage. and is solely the result of the third harmonic cunent flow in the impedance of 
the neutral conductor. By vinue of the ohms law principle by reducing the hmonic  
neutral current through the circuit, with the same conductor impedance. the impressed 
voltage will follow the same result and will be reduced. The performance of the trap 
will be measured by the reduction of the neutral to ground voltage V, impressed on 
the system. We wiII compare the neutral to ground voltage prior to the application of 
the trap (V,) and after the trap (V,,). The formulae used to measure the trap 
performance on neutral to ground voltage reduction is expressed as a ratio of two 
voltages as follows: 

The above formula again is a ratio and cm be expressed as a per unit or percent by the 



multiplication of 100. Note that the reactive component of the impedance term is 
fiequency dependant and is shown abbreviated for the 60 hertz calculated value but c m  
be used to calculate the effect at 180 hertz by adjusting the frequency dependant 
impedance ternis accordingly as previously shown. 

Steady Stute Impact Anulysis (W.-GND & LD) 
By virtue of the symmetrical component building block theory, a zero sequence trap 
will not increase available three-phase fault current (positive sequence parameters are 
used only and wye-delta component in positive sequence model is open circuit 
representation). It will also not effect the phase-to-phase condition (positive and 
negative sequence parameters are used only and wye-delta component in both positive 
and negative sequence model is open circuit representation). However, in single phase 
to ground faults where al1 three sequence components are included the zero sequence 
parameter is modelled as the impedance shunted to ground through the ground 
impedance value. Therefore the available îàult current will change inversely 
proportional to the ratio of the zero sequence impedance to system impedance. If the 
zero sequence impedance of the trap when connected lowers the overall systern zero 
sequence impedance then the available fault current in the system under these 
conditions will increase. 

To study the effect of the zero sequence trap on single line-to-ground faults (IFL- 
GND) the three sequence components are connected in series with the phase to neutral 
positive sequence driving source. The system is solved at the steady state frequency of 
60 hertz. The performance of the trap will be rneasured by the increase in single phase 
line to ground fault current. We will compare the available line to yround fault current 
prior to the application of the trap (1,) and afier the trap (I,,). The formulae used to 
measure the trap increase of single phase line to ground fault current is expressed as a 
current ratio as follows: 

IFL-GND = 

The above formula is once again expressed as a ratio and can be used in prr unit 
quantities or percent by the multiplication of 100. Note since we are interested in the 
steady state effect we evaluate this term at the fundamental frequency only and need 
not be concemed with recalculation zg other harmonic frequencies. 

We will also need to evaluate the steady state load duty (LD) of the trap to ensure that 
it is sized accordingly for the application. Most zero sequence harmonic traps can 
handle twice the nameplate kVA rating specified with the basic limitation being 
thermal heat dissipation. Since the trap is applied at steady state and is k ing  used to 



absorb 3rd harmonies we will calculate the load duty of the trap using contributions 
from both the fundamental and 3rd harmonic components. The formulae used to 
measure the trap load duty (LD) is expressed as a total power ratio of the actual kVA 
load, S, , venus kVA nameplate rating S,. The total power quantity Sm is calculated 
based in tems of the neutral system quantities: 1, and V, that are the neutral current 
and the voltage across the trap respectively. 

substituiing for terms ahuve we ger 

und sirnilarly 

Since we are interested in the combined effect, using superposition theory. we can 
obtain the resulting magnitude representing the total R M S  thermal load duty related to 
60 hertz transformer trap rating as follows: 

The abovr formula is once again expressed as a ratio and c m  be used in per unit 
quantities or percent by the multiplication of 100. The trap load duty will confirm the 
correct selection of the trap for Our application. 

Model 1: Conventional Wye-Delta Hurmonic Trap Application At Load. 

In this first mode1 the conventional wye-delta zero sequence harmonic trap is applied at 
the load point. The trap selected for this application is a 5 kVA Hamrnond 
ibfanrfucrured series 5340 120/120 V zero sequence transformer with characteristic 
impedance of 3.7 % and .WR ratio of 0.9. The positive, neyative and zero sequence 
component data and calculation for this system are provided in the appendix. The 
primary co~ection is grounded wye with the secondary connected in delta. The trap is 
connected at the load centre nearest the affected component with 15' of # 12 stranded 
copper wire. The co~ect ion schematic is also shown in Appendix '8' with the 
calculation and sequence diagram. 



Using the performance measures outlined in the last section the trap located at this 
point will provide the following system results: 

IFL-GND = 22.6 4'0 LD - 92.1 ?/O - 

Expected Neutral C urrent = 25.7 Amps 

Neutra1 Current Reduction = 39.8 % 

The introduction of the conventional wye-delta zero sequence harmonic trap is 
expected to provide some improvement on the system with a calculated reduction in 
system neutral current and neutral to ground voltage. The drawback of this model is 
that the single line to ground fault current will increase by almost 25%. This drawback 
was expected since we redized that the trap solution works on the principle that it 
provides a lower system impedancr path for zero sequence cunent. The trap is 
appropriately sized for the application with load duty below the component limits. 

The neutral current is  expected to be reduced from 42.7 Amps to 25.7 Amps an almost 
40 % improvement. This solution would be acceptable for the client, however, there is 
still room for further improvement of neutral current reduction using alternative 
methods. 

Mode1 2: Improved Zig-Zog Winding Harmonic Trap Application At Load. 

In the next model we applied a different type of harmonic trap referred to as the zig- 
zag trap because of the winding arrangement. This trap has no secondary terminais 
because the secondary windings are counter wound 'and offset from the primary 
windings on a different leg of the transformer core. The zero sequence impedance of 
this type of transformer is conventionally 15 to 20 % of the positive sequence value 
because it is only the sum of the leakage impedance's of the two equal half windings 
that constitute each leg of the core. Note that this transformer produces zero 
magnetizing ampere-turns on each leg of the core since the ampere-tums produced by 
one half winding are equal and opposite to those produced by the other. The trap is 
again applied at the load as in the first case with the sarne characteristics except that 
the trap zero sequence component is reduced to 17% of the positive value. The trap 
has only a primary connection, grounded wye, with no secondary connection. The 



connection schematic is also s h o w  in Appendix 'BI with the calculations and sequence 
diagram. 

Using the performance measures outlined in the last section the trap located at this 
point will yield the following system results: 

IFL-GND = 61.8 % LD - 1 12.8 % - 

Expected Neutra1 Current = 10.9 Amps 

Neutra1 Current Reduction = 74.4 % 

The introduction of the improved zigzag zero sequence harmonic trap has out 
performed the conventional wye-delta trap with improved neutral current reduction and 
neutnl to gmund voltage reduction system results. The improvement was quantified at 
a 75 % reduction in total neutral current from 42.7 Amps to 10.9 Amps. The 
irnprovement of this model has one major dnwback, however. in that the single line to 
ground fault current will increase by over 60%. This was no surprise since we 
expcted an increase due to its lower system impedance path for zero sequence cumnt. 
The trap is appropriately sized for the application with load duty below the cornponent 
limits. 

Muàel3: Conwntional Wye-Delta with T d  Series Capucitor Harmonie Trap 
Application At Load. 

In this last application of the trap at the load point we explore the use of a tunrd 119 
pF series capacitor installed at the delta winding of the wye-delta conventional 
transformer. With this approach we are attempting to tune the trap to improve its 
performance at the specific offending harmonic, 180 hertz in this case. without 
increasing the single line to ground fault current as in model 1. The series capacitor is 
sized to completely offset the transformer trap impedance at 180 hertz and as a result at 
the nominal fiequency the trap will appear in the system at a higher impedance. The 
trap is again applied at the load as in the first case with the same characteristics except 
that the senes capacitor is applied to the secondary side. The connection schematic is 
also shown in Appendix 'B' with the calculations and sequence diagrarn. Using the 
performance measures outlined in the last section the trap located at this point will 
yield the following system results: 



IFL-GND = 

Expected Neutra1 Current = 23.4 Amps 

Neutra1 Current Reduction = 45.1 % 

The introduction of the series capacitor to the conventional wye-delta harmonic trap 
has resulted in a largely improved single line to ground fault current level over the 
conventional trap results while rnaintaining the same relative performance in the other 
areas of neutral current reduction and neutral to ground voltage reduction results. The 
tuning did have an obvious effect on redistribution of the current absorbed at the 
nominal frequency (lower than conventional) and the third harmonic (higher than 
conventional). The improvement was quantified at a 45 % reduction in total neutral 
current from 42.7 Amps to 23.4 Amps. Although, in general the tuned senes capacitor 
will improve the single line to ground available fault level there are the following 
precautions in its application: 

the capacitor in the circuit can cause line to pround overvoltage in 
healthy phases during faults involving ground condition. The 
exceptions are in low voltage applications where Z JZI <<< 1 .O and the 
XII3 ratio is low. 

O the capacitor will also exchange energy with the inductor in the circuit 
and will contribute to the trap loading. 

O as with any tuned circuit. any change in circuit characteristics or 
configuration will require an analysis of the circuit to detemine if the 
tuned parameters are still effective. However. in this case the capacitor 
is tuned to offset the trap transformer. and as such its effectivrness is 
tied to the trap and unless the trap characteristics change it will remain 
effective. 

Mode1 4: Conventional Wye-Delta Harmonie Trap Application At Splitter. 

In this model the conventional wye-delta zero sequence harmonic trap is applied at the 
splitter panel point of the circuit, almost at the electrical system half-way point. The 
point of application was selected based on central load location, physical ease of access 
for installation and maintenance and upstrearn from the load centre. The trap selected 
for this application is similar to the fint model unit with the exception that the size is a 



25 kVA 120/120 V zero sequence transformer with characteristic impedance of 2.5 % 
and X / R ratio of 0.9. The connection schematic is also shown in Appendix 'B' with 
the calculation and sequence diagrarn. 

Using the performance measures outlined in the last section the trap located at this 
point will provide the following system results: 

IFL-GND = 10.0 % LD - 100.6 % - 

Expected Neutra1 Current = 89.5 Amps 

Neutra1 Current Reduction = 33.8 % 

The introduction of the conventional wye-delta zero sequence harmonic trap is 
expected to provide some improvement on the system with a calculated reduction in 
system neutral current and neutral to ground voltage. The single line to ground fault 
current is reduced by almost 10% in this case that is an improvement over the fint 
experience. The neutral current reduction from 1 17.4 Arnps to 89.5 Amps about a 25 % 
improvement. The trap load is overloaded ai 228 % and is not recommended for this 
application. 

Mode1 5: fmpro ved Zig-Zag Winding Harmoiric T h p  Application At SpIitter . 

In this model the zig-zag trap was applied ai the splitter panel to determine its 
çffectiveness at neutral current reduction. The trap has similar characteristics as the 
above model except that the trap zero sequence component is reduced to 15% of the 
positive value. The trap has only a primary connection. grounded wye. with no 
secondary connection. The connection scliematic is also shown in Appendix 'B' with 
the calculation and sequence diagram. 

Using the performance measures outlined in the last section the trap located at this 
point will yield the following system results: 

IFL-GND = 12.8 % LD - 57.7 % - 



Expected Neutra1 Current = 65.9 Amps 

Neutra1 Cunrent Reduction = 43.9 % 

Again, the irnproved zig-zag zero sequence hannonic trap out performed the 
conventional wye-delta trap with improved neutral current reduction to 65.9 amps from 
1 17.4; a 45 % reduction. This unit is appropriately sized for the application with load 
duty below the component limits. 

Model6: Conve~tional Wye-Delta with Tuned Series Capocilor Harmonie Tmp 
Applicaîion At Spliiter. 

In this last application of the trap at the splitter point a 176 pF capacitor was added in 
series to the trap and tuned to the 3rd order harmonic io completely offset the trap 
transformer impedance. Although, with the trap applied at this location the single-line 
to ground fault current level rise is not a concem. however. we may increase the 
neutral current diversion of this trap configuration to the system. The connection 
schematic is also s h o w  in Appendix 'B' with the calculations and sequence diagrarn. 

Using the performance measures outlined in the iast section the trap located at this 
point will yield the following system results: 

IFL-GND = 0.3 % LD - 46.3 % - 

Expected Neutra1 Current = 78.0 Amps 

Neutra1 Current Reduction = 33.6 % 

The introduction of the series capacitor to the conventional wye-delta harmonic trap 
has retumed the single line to ground fault current level to near pre-trap application 
values. The tuning, again, did have an obvious effeci on redistribution of the current 
absorbed at the nominal frequency (lower than conventional) and the third harmonic 
(higher than conventional). The improvement was quantified at a 34 % reduction in 
total neutral current from 1 17.4 Arnps to 78.0 Arnps. The sarne precautions as outlined 
in mode1 3 about introduction of the tuned capacitor into the system apply. 



Case Study - Power Quality Enhancement Summa y 

Methds Of Power Qw@y Enhancernent 

There are several methods of power quality enhancement; each dependent on the 
characteristics of the potential problem and the requirement of the solution. 

Voltage transients or overvoltages are high amplitude short duration less than 0.5 cycle 
oscillatory disturbances that can be caused by abnipi clianging luad patterns. system 
switching, fault clearing. Often the leading edge and rise tirne are the important 
criteria. Power quality enhancement possibilities include the application of isolating 
equipment such as isolation uansfonners, or the use of add-on equipment such as 
transient voltage surge suppresser's (TVSS's) and power line filters (PLF's). 
However, TVSS's are the primary consideration in this power quality case. 

Transient voltage surge suppresser's (TVSS's) are used in overvoltage power quality 
cases where the characteristics are 1 .S to 10 times the amplitude of the fundamental 
with steep voltage wave-fronts. ï k y  can be of either polarity. a single burst or 
multiple impulses. They behave in accordance with traveling wave theory; are 
additive. subtractive, can reflect. refract. and ring throughsut the system. The IEEE 
recommended practice on surge voltage in low voltage AC circuits C62.41- 1990 
contains more information on this phenornena. Also included are test procedures to 
identiQ equipment susceptibility to the common transient overvoltages. TVSS's are 
manufactured for al1 points of application on the electrical system. On the high voltage 
side of the distribution system, TVSS's are lightning arresten used to clamp down 
voltage spikes above the continuous operating level or tum-on point. These devices 
have becorne more sophisticated and have improved ope rat ing characreristics with the 
use of gap-less metal oxide varristor iechnology. These fast acting TVSS's are usually 
limited in their current dissipation capacity and require alternative devices for high 
power dissipation requirements. On the other hand, crow-bar devices such as spark 
over gaps are slower in responding, but can dissipate much more energy once 
activated. TVSS's can be applied at the primary distribution level or down to the end- 
use outlet and al1 points in between. They can be configured in many hybrid 
arrangements, series connected, slngularly connected, parallel connected etc. The 
main points to consider are speed of response and power dissipation for each 
application. It is appropriate to review the application manual to assess pros and cons 
of each and ensure proper protection of down Stream devices due to transient voltage 
surges. Recornmended rnanuals such as IEEE C62.33-1982, IEEE 1 100-1992 
(Emerald Book), C62.41 - 1990 are resource manuals which can provide fùrther 
guidance on TVSS's. 



The isolation transfomm is also an effeftive power quality enhancement solution in not 
only overvoltage situations by many others as it provides electrical isolation between 
two circuits by introducing a magnetic medium between the source and load. It 
provides a cornmon-mode shield between those two points that allows a reference 
ground right at the point of use, thus eliminating any problems associated with loose 
cowction exposure. improper grounding etc. There are thtee types of products 
available unshielded, shielded and ultra shielded. The degree of shielding required is a 
hinction of the effect of inter-winding transformer capacitive coupling "voltage noise". 
The level of noise and its Muence on the load connected downstream is a factor to 

consider. Isolation uansformen are relativcly inexpensive and are commoniy applid 
through-out the distribution system from high voltage to utilization points. The main 
point of consideration is the transformer capacity, which is a function of the site 
requirement . 

A comrnon power quality enhancement for most overvoltage situations is not a product 
but a pracess; review ing system ground w iring . When reviewing ground installation 
or alteration to reduce the Iikelihood of noise interference consider the application of 
the Canadian Electrical Code section 10, IEEE Standard 142-1991 (Green Book) IEEE 
Standard 1 100- 1992 (Emerald Book) and Federal Information Processing Standard 94 
(FIPS 94) which outlines the minimum requirements of building code wiring and 
grounding. These documents contain many suggestions on the use of single point 
grounding and bonding . isolated ground receptacles, zero signal reference grid, and 
transient surge suppression plates, and data cha~el/conductor shielding to enhance 
power supply quality . 

The power quality enhancement solutions presented above for overvoltage situations 
are the most cornmon, broad-based application. simple in design and implementation 
and low in cost. They can provide the immediate and effective results on site. 

Another type of power quality enhancement is required for system disturbances classed 
as sags, swells and flickers. This class of disturbance can be caused by many sources 
and are a common problem in todayls distribution systems. Sags are typically caused 
by large staning loads. ground faults, and distribution fault clearing operations. Swell 
sources are open neutral comtions .  insulation strength breakdown, and single line to 
ground faults. Whereas voltage flicker is caused by large load süirt-up and cycling, 
such as with induction or arc tùrnaces. Some simple enhancement techniques include 
the application of voltage regulating equipment. reduced voltage motor starters. 
altering the cycling seqwnce to reâuce the number of simultaneous motor starts, 
application of dedicateû circuits and isolation busses. and wire upgrade. These are 
sorne simple low cost garden variezy suggested enhancement solutions. A cautionary 
note, each situation is different and blind application of the power quality enhancement 
is not tecommended. 



Voltage regulators is a power quality enhancement applied in cases where voltage 
support is a concem. The three most common types of regulators are femresonant or 
constant voltage transformer regulators (described later in this section), 
autotransfomer or tap changing uansforrners. and capacitor bank switching voltage 
regulation. Although each is effective at maintainhg voltage there are some 
precautions when switching these devices as they introduce harmonic distortion 
problems or other f o m  of power quality concem. Therefore care in selecting the 
appropriate solution for the application is recomrnended as soiving one problem may 
end up causing another. 

Voltage sags due to rnotor staring are resolvable at the motor itself with the application 
of components that will allow the motor to rapidly accelerate to hiIl speed with minimal 
torque compromise while minimizing supply voltage sag. These devices include 
autotransformer starters. resistive and reactive motor starters. and part- winding motor 
starters. 

In cases with DC drives containing 6 pulse rectification power quality enhancement is a 
concern. As reported in an earlier section the 5th and 7th harmonics are the dominant 
orders of concem in this case. A costly methoâ to enhance the power quality in this 
case is to replace the 6 pulse with a 12 pulse converter. However. a more economical 
and relatively effective alternative is to phase shift half of the 6 pulse power converters 
by 30 degrees which approximate the benefits of the 12 pulse converter reducing the 
effects of the 2 dominant order harrnonics. This will not affect the other hamonic 
orders, however , it w il1 address the two dominant components . 

Solving the harmonic current distortion in adjustable speed drives is complex as the 
current wavefom changes significantly with varying speed and torque values of the 
drive. In most cases adding a line reactance or choke in series with the line will help 
reduce the effects of the harmonics and will eliminate any nuisance tripping of the dive 
due to capacitor bank or switching transients in the system. This is a low cost but 
effective method of enhancing power supply quality in this case. 

Cases of non-transient type voltage deviations such as sustained overvoltages c m  be 
causd by misapplication of power compensation devices such power factor correction 
capacitors, or voltage tap senings on transfomers. or an open or floating neutral 
connection on a dual single phase system. Suggested power quality enhancement 
includes the installation of voltage regulation equipment (described earlier) or 
unintemptable power supplies. Cases of sustained undervoltages are usually the result 
of a power interruption and suggested enhancement includes the application of voltage 
ride through power conditioning equipment or unintemptable power supplies. 

The use of voltage support or ride through options is ideal in both cases. Devices 
suited for this type of power quality enhancement include the use of ferroresonant 



transfomiers. This solution is only suitable for light loading applications as the 
transformer is operating at the top end of the magnetization curve. This option works 
on the basis that the transformer operates in the saturation part of the transformer 
magnetization curve hence any miwr voltage variations have minimal effect on the 
output. In cases of larger or heavier loads there are other options such as magnetic 
synthesizers . These are active hamionic filters w hich contain electromagnetic devices 
that take incoming electrical power and regenerate a clean 3 phase AC wavefom to the 
output. They are relatively new in design and hence costly in application. Another 
alternative is to use one of ihree types of unintemptable power supplies; on-line, 
stand-by. or hybrid types. The on-lhe configuration comects the load to the line 
through the rectifierlinvertet system continuously filtering the line side supply to the 
load. The stand-by system conwcts the load to the line directly and rnakes use of a fast 
acting static type transfer switch that c o m t s  the load to the rectifierlinverter system 
when needed. The hybrid system connects the load to both the supply line and the 
rectifierlinverter system through the use of another filter such as the ferroresonant 
transformer. nie UPS tends to be costly and bulky in foot print requùements 
dependent on size of load served. However. with the use of newly advanced 
superconducting rnagnets/conductors as the storage medium. they are more effective 
and can replace the battery portion of the UPS which is one of the largest components 
of a UPS system. 

Power supply deviation due CO phase unbalance conditions. transfomer equipment 
rnalfunction. ground faulu. or improper field connections do not have any practical off 
the shelf power quality enhancement solutions. However. the common sense solution 
would be to ensure adequate phase load balance to within 20 %, ensure proper 
equipment functioning . and implement a preventative maintenance and inspection 
program spec ifically c hecking for good electrical connections . 

Frequency deviation is generally not a common problem in Ontario. The generation 
supply authority. Ontario Hydro, specifcally controls frequency deviation to within 
0.02 hertz on the 60 hem supply generation. There are no other ways to alter this 
supply characteristic oher than a motor generator set combination supplying load. 

Electrical noise is a low level amplitude signal of higher frequency that is 
superimposed on the power supply sine wave. The detection of this low level signal 
source is ofien difficult because the noise may corne from many sources as it travels 
ihrough-out the system. Causes of the electrical noise include improper ground 
connections. loose or corroded grounding , insulator leakage, electro-magnetic 
interference from radio or television transmitters. gas discharge lamp lighting, switch 
mode power supplies, poor motor bmsh contact. Enhancement of bis particular 
problem can be effectively accomplished thtough the use of power iine filters and 
isolation transfonners. 



These enhancement solutions, like transient surge suppressor cm be applied through- 
out the distribution system and are designecl in various formats. There are low-pass, 
band pass, and hybrid filters that are simple in design and are tuned to allow the 
wanted power range frequencies to pass (up to 100 hertz.) while attenuating higher 
unwanted order harmonic frequencies. These filters cm be connecteci in multi-stage 
series ancilor parallel combinations to achieve the end result. These devices are 
developed with the use of passive circuit components and are hence tenned as passive 
filters. Active filters are relatively new in developrnent but are based on the concept 
that it consists as a voltage or current source inverter which monitors the power line 
distortion and injects the equal but opposite distortion to cmel  the original signal 
source. These are considered the more universal filter, however more research and 
development work is needed for this device. The application of passive filters is 
technically acceptable however. as with most applications the more univenal it 
becomes or off-the shelf the less effective it becomes for specific problems. 
Altematively the more specific the application the more effective the solution. 
However, its effectiveness dirninishes rapidly as the system it is co~ec ted  to changes. 
Therefore this pwer  quality enhancement solution is very site and condition specific 
and susceptible to change in system loading and c ~ ~ g u r a t i o n  as tirne passes thus 
reducing its long-term effectiveness 

Stray voltages are a steady state pwer quality concem. They are most cornmon in 
farm operations and are the result of poor or inadequate neutral return paths to the 
source. The result is excessive neutral to ground current causing a voltage build-up or 
iingle voltage. The enhancement involves re-enforcement of the neutral retum path or 
application of stray voltage filters or isolation transformers. 

O Po wer Quality Enltanccmmt Results Sumrnary 

The case study involved the analysis of three different components configured into six 
possible enhancement solutions applied to the system under study. Rccall that the 
original client concern was the equipment reset problems due to high third harmonic 
neutral current. nierefore. the proposed power quality enhancement should resolve the 
client's original concem. The results of the analysis are summarized in table 7.0 below 
as follows: 



Trap Application 

Performance 
Measute --> 

Wye - Delta 

Series Capacitor 

Trap Applied At Bmch Panel Trap Applied At Splitter Panel 

Neutral 1 0 G Load Neutrai 1 0 G Load 
Current Fault Duty Current Fault Duty 

Reduction Increase Reduction Increase 

Tabk  7.0 : Case Sfudy - Power Qualiv Enhancemrnr R e s u b  Summury 

In each model studied the objective of neutral current diversion was achieved 
regardless of trap selection or point of application. However. each trap provided 
varying levels of current reduction as well as othrr trap performance rneasures 
calculated: neutral to ground voltage reduction. single line to ground fault level 
increase. and trap load duty. 

The iargest improvement in neutral current reduction was achieved with the zig-zag 
hamionic trap applied at the branch panel nearest the load centre. The 75 % neutral 
current diversion out performed the closest model performance by over 25 %. If the 
focus of the study was simply neutral current diversion the zig-zag type harmonic trap 
would be the solution of choice. However, this trap has the largest increase of single 
phase to ground fault level and a relütively high trap load duty that are the undesirable 
aspects of this device. 

The best overall performance was provided by the conventional wye-delta harmonic 
trap with the tuned series capacitor applied at either location; the branch panel or the 
splitter panel. It provided an almost 50 % reduction in neutral current with virtually no 
impact on single phase to ground fault level and modest trap duty. However. as 
mentioned previously in the model discussion the drawbacks to consider when 
introducing a capacitive element into the circuit are as follows: 

the capacitor in the circuit cm cause line to ground overvoltage in 
healthy phases during faults involving ground condition. The 
exceptions are in low voltage applications where ZdZ, <<< 1 .O and the 



X/R ratio is low as is the situation in this case. Therefore this is not a 
predominant factor to consider. 

the capacitor will also exchange energy wiih the inductor in the circuit 
and will contribute to the trap loading. However, in both mode1 results 
the trap loading performance measure was below the 100 % trap rating 
level, and well belcw the j ) l . l ~ i i ~ < ;  d n g  limit of 200 %. 

as with any tuned circuit, any change in circuit characteristics or 
configuration will rcquirc an analysis of the circuit to determine if the 
tuned parameten are still effective. However, in this case the capacitor 
is tuned io offset the trap transformer, and as such its effectiveness is 
tied to the trap and unless the trap characteristics change it will remain 
effective. 

The conventional wye-delta harmonic trap provided consistently marginal benefits 
irrespect ive of trap point of application; modest neutral current reduction. below full 
trap load duty. and marginal single phase to ground fault level increase. This particular 
harmonic trap was not necessarily the top perfomer, however. it provided stable and 
predictable results regardless of trap point of application. It did not appreciably 
increase fault current levels in the system nor cause concems of trap capacitive 
reacrance with the system. It would provide a general solution to the power quality 
case study concerns. 

The point of application did have some bearing on the outcome of trap performance. 
Frorn the results it appears that the closer to the load the trap is located the more 
improved the neutral current reduction and hence filtering expected. On the other 
hand. the further upstream the trap is located the greater portion of the distribution 
system it serves. The results show that the rule of thumb approach would be rhe more 
focusrd und conjined the problem. the closer the solution shuuld br applied to the ioud 
centre. The hroaùer the problem. the filrther iîpstream fiom the luud the solution 
should hr upplied. 

O Effectiveness Of Solution To Case Anaiysis 

The most effective solution of the six case rnodels studied is the conventional wye- 
delta harmonic trap with the tuned 1 19 pF series capacitor applied at the branch panel. 
This trap was selected as the most effective solution because of the following reasons: 

Neutra( Curm! Divemion Rank - 2nd Overall 
one of the main objectives in conducting this case study was to 
eflectively reduce the high level of harmonic neutral current affecting 



equipment connected at the load centre; in particular the third harmonic 
order. This harmonic trap ranked second overall in neutral current 
diversion with a 45 % reduction in overall system neutral curent at the 
branch panel. The reduction in neutral current will consequently 
improve the impressed system neutral to ground voltage distortion 
resolving the equi pment reset issue. 

Single Line 7'0 Ground Fuult Rank - 2nd Overoll 
to effectively divert unwanted neutral hannonic current away from the 
system will require a reduction in the system impedmce. Howevcr. thc 
result will be an increase in the system steady state line to ground fault 
current. Therefore minimizing the fault level increase. while 
rnaintaining neutral current diversion is a desirable outcome. This 
harmonic trap ranked second again in lowest single line to ground fault 
increase on this particular system. The result of connecting the 
hmonic trap to the system was a negligible increase of 1% above pre- 
trap conditions. This was an acceptable fault level increase considering 
the neutral current diversion result. 

Load Duty Rank - 3rd ûverall 
since the harmonic trap will be connected and applied to the system 
continuously the device will be pemanently consuming power. As a 
result there is the concem that the equipment could overheat or bum- 
out due to overload. Although al1 traps tested in the case study were 
within their respective unit ratings, the trap with the lower load duty 
rating is desirable. This harmonic trap ranked third lowesi of those 
tested with a load duty performance rating of 88 % .4s a result there is 
no concem of component bum-out damage or overheating under steady 
state conditions. 

Although the conventional wye-delta trap with tuned serics capacitor applied at the 
branch panel near the load centre did not rank number I in each of the performance 
rneasure categories, it did consistently rank near the top of the six case rnodels studied. 
Therefore it is considered the most technically effective solution and hence is the 
recommended enhancement solution to this case study. 



VI Recommendation 

O Discussion Of Proposed Solution Mode1 Results 

The recommended enhancement solution to the power quality case study is the 
conventional wye-delta harmonic trap with the tuned series capacitor. The series 
capacitor is installed on the secondary side whose value of 1 19 pF is tuned to offset the 
5 kVA rated transfonner impedance of 3.7 % at the third harmonic order frequency of 
180 hertz. This enhancement solution is applicd at the branch pancl whcre the photo- 
reproduction equipment is connected. This solution is expected to rrduce the neutral 
current at the branch panel from 42.7 amps to an acceptable result of 23.4 amps. This 
level is well within the secondary circuit ampacity design rating of 30 amps and will 
meet our safety and steady state operating concerns. The reduction in third order 
neutral current harmonies will, by virtue of Ohm's Law, reduce the impressed neutral 
to ground voltage on the circuit. As a result there will be a 55 % reduction in the 
neutral to ground total harmonic distortion with the application of the harmonic trap. 

The application of the harmonic trap is expected to achieve the goal of eliminating the 
equipment reset pmblem experienced. The trap will also not appreciably increase the 
single line to ground fault current level, and is adequately rated for permanent and 
continuous operation on the system. For safety purposes, the trap installation design 
should incorporate phase over-current thermal protection in the format of a gang- 
operated circuit breaker whose rating will adequately protect the transformer and will 
CO-ordinate with transformer damage curves and any upstrearn system protection. The 
gangoperatrd circuit breaker is required to eliminate any safety concems about 
secondary bac k-feed into the transformer primary side. 

The trap meets O u r  technical and safety requirements and is expected to eliminate the 
photo-reproducing equipment reset concems. However. the client was initially 
dissuadrd from one of the previously discarded solutions of re-enforcing the system 
neutral circuit and over-dimensioning the supply components because of production 
down-time and labour costs, The recommended enhancement solution costs were not 
discussed in this study. However, if the costs are considered they are estirnated as a 
turn-key project to cost in the order of $2.750 to $3.500 depending on equipment 
supplier. accessones purchased, and installation labour costs. The enhancement 
solution equipment and installation costs are estimated to be less than 5% of the photo- 
reproducing equipment purchase costs and lass than 1% of the production down-time 
costs experienced. Installation space is not a concem because the proposed equipment 
foot print is 12" x 12" wide and 9" high for each 5 kVA unit. 

I t is also recommended that in addition to installing the power quality enhancement 
and field confrming its effectiveness that ai the same tirne the single phase load 



balance be reviewed and corrected to address concerns discovered at the splitter panel 
and that the building electrical drawings be adjusted to reflect system wiring changes. 
This will insure that al1 power quaiity issues identified at the initial site survey are 
resolved. Finally, it is recomrnended chat periodic preventative maintenance and 
inspection be perfomed on the enhancement equipment, including a power system 
harmonic analysis to ensure the solution's continued effectiveness. 



VI1 Conclusions 

We have successful~y researched and recomrnended a cost effective and acceptable 
solution that will achieve the clients requirement of reliable equipment operation. an 
electrically safe operation, and mlliimizing client costs and down tirne. 

This project would not be complete if there were no recomrnendations of further snidy 
on the topic of power quaiity enhancement. The following five initiatives are 
recomrnended areas of lùrther study to advance power quality enhancement in electrical 
distribution sy stems. 

Advance research in the area of active filtering techniques. Active filtering is a 
technique where by the power supply source is locally and continuously altered to 
meet the power needs of the component it supplies. These devices are extremely 
expensive and in the i n f s y  stage of development but no doubt will contain the 
necessary components to effectively solve most power quality concerns be it voltage 
or current harmonic distortion. These advanced devices appear to be the only type 
of universal power quality enhancement solution. 

End-user equipmeni manufacturers need to improve the power supply requirements 
of their products to be less susceptible to power supply fluctuations and to imbed 
universal type power filtering solutions at the point of production. There must be 
precaution in this application because the cost of power quality enhancement may 
exceed the cost of the product. Prudent reasonable precaution should be exercised 
when and where to apply this solution. 

The electric distribution utility will need to play a role in developing a power supply 
standard and a rating system that will correlate electrical system supply 
characteristics with equipment operating characteristics They will also need to 
educate the consumer on this rating system of product electrical supply susceptibility 
or requirement. The utilities will have to work with enduser equipment 
manufacturers to develop voltage sag ride through capability curves for 
rnanufacnired products and make them available to consumers so that an educated 
evaluation at tirne of purchase can be made by the consumer. Having custorners 
more aware of what they buy will refine their expectations of how the product will 
operate. The customer should also be aware of the power quality levels of supply to 
their place of residence or business which is an electric distribution utility area of 
responsibility . 

Consultants used to procure equipment for clients or perform analysis should 
include in their procedures a system of rating the Unponance of the equipment on 



the overall production scheme. If the equipment is critical to the process in nature, 
then appropriate and adequate ride-through capability should be included at t h e  of 
purchase or conneciion. 

The technical research and development work started in CEA Project 267 D 766 
and EPRI in using system analysis computer tools to approximate the distribution 
system model, its components, and equipment in addition to the equipment 
connected to the system such as adjustable speed dnves should be continued, refined 
and extended. This area of system and compownt madeling will be helpfiil when 
conducting o power quality snrdy to enharice the level of powcr quality. 

As the electric distribution system continues to expand and evolve. power quality issues 
will be a more important factor in successfùl operation because of the following 4 
reasons : 

The equipment connected to the distribution system is becoming increasingly 
complex and extremely sensitive to power supply fluctuations. The user drive for 
new load devices which are more compact and more powerful increases the 
equipment design complexity and number of micro-processor based controls and 
power electronic based equipment which are notoriously sensitive to many types of 
disturbances. 

The increasing emphasis on distribution system designers to improve power system 
efticiency is pressuring for the application of power disturbance devices such as 
adjustable speed drives, power factor correction capacitors. lossless transfonners, 
and faster arc quenching meâiums to make the most efficient use of the supply. 

The power consumer has an increased awareness of power quality existence and will 
be more wiiling to act on issues. They are now impacted by and interested in power 
quality issues Iike power interruptions, voltage sags. surges. etc. It is not 
necessarily from the king informed perspective but from the negative impact 
perspective of having to reset clocks and programrning or replace damaged 
household equipment . 

The electric distribution system is continuously moving towards maximum 
randomness . Distribut ing s y stems are becoming more complex w ith many more 
interconnections and inter-dependencies. Therefore the failure of any one 
component has much broader consequences . 
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Harmonic Spectrum Analysis 
Splitter Panel Current Measurement 
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Harmonic Spectrum Analysis 
Branch Panel Current Measurement 
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Model 1 Calculation Summary 



. 
Case Study - Zero Soqwnco Harmonic Filter - Converitlonrl Wye - Delta Application At  Branch Pmel 

Saqueme Compomnb Calculation 

Tabla 01 Cornmon Variablos 
Variable 

Nominal Frequancy 

Calculated Frrquency 
Harmontc Order 

Per Unit Base Definitions 
Base Msasurr 

Sbase ----> 
Vbase -------> 
Z base ------- > 
/base ------> 
Zbase-old -- > 

Sequence Circuit Calculation 

Circuit Definition 

Posrtivm Saquencm Circufl 
Neqative Sequence Circuit 
Zero Sequence Circuit 
Zero Sequanca Trap 

Value Quantity 

150 kVA 
208 Volts 

0.28843 ohms 
721.154 amps 
8.6528 ohms 

Code Calculation 

Zsl Zcl +Ztl 
212 zc2czt2 
ZsO Zco+Zto 
n o  n o  

Intermediate Circuit Reduct~on Calculation 
Zero Sequence Parallel Zpo ZTo II Zso 
Zero Saquencs Combination ZTo + Zso 
Zero Sequence Combination ZTomZso 

based on primary suppty transformer capacity 
based on primary suppty voltage rating 

needed for transformer trap conversion trom old to new base 

[ Rect. Coordinate j 
r + jxl 

PU + PU 

Circutt Evaluatron Prior To Trap Installation 
Total lmpedancs 8efore Trap Zx Zsi tZs2+Zso 1.1657 t 0.2406 
Total Current lx VlnlZx 0.4747 + -0.098 
Zero Sequence Voltage Vxo Ix*Zso 0.3317 + -0.013 

Zero Sequince Current 1x0 Vxoitso 0.4643 + -0.02 

Circun Evaluation Aftmr T rap Inrtallatiori 
Total Impedanco After Trap Zy Zsl+Zs2+Zsol/ZTo 0.9334 +0.2679 
Total Current ly VlnRy 0.571 1 + -0.1 64 
Zmro Smquence Trap Voitaga VyTo IyaZso 0.278 + 0.0064 
Zero Sequerem Trap Cuiront l y ~ o  V~TOIZTO 0.1719 + 4.108 
Zero Seqwnce Trap Lord SyTo [VyTo).(VyTo) 120 0.0857 + 4.022 

[ Polar Coordinate 1 
R PHI PHI 

PU ( O ) (rads) 
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Case Study - Zero Sequmce Harmonic Fitter - Conventional Wye - Delta Appllcatlon At Branch Panel 

System Sequence Cornponents Calculations 

Conductor Cakulations 
Positive And Negative Sequence Conductor Values -----------------------> 

[ Z per unit L ] [ Circuit ] [ Total lmpedance ] 
Conductor R + jXI Length R' + jXI' 

Size ohms / 1000' 1000' ohms -t ohms 

Scale Factor For Zero Sequence Calcularion 

Transformer Calculations 
Positive And Negative Sequerice Transformer Values ------------------------ > 
[ Transformer Nameplatenest Data 1 [ Total lmpedance 1 
Transformer Si Ratings Windings XIA  R' + 1x1' 

kVA Z ./o Pr \ Sec Ratio % / %  

Zc1 8, Zc2 
[ P.U. lmpedance 

r t jxt 

PU + PU 

Zco 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r + jxl 

PU + PU 

Zt1 S 212 
[ P.U. lmpedance 

r + jxl 

PU + PU 

zto 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r + jxi 

PU + PU 



- 
Case Study - Zero Sequence Harrnonic F ilter - Conventional Wye - Delta Application At Branch Panel 

Trap Performance Results Calculation Surnrnary 

Model Description NCD@60 NCD@lBO Neva60 NGV@1 BO IFt-GND LD 

Wye-Delta Trap At Load 34.1 5% 25.61 % 32.16% 23.70% 22.57% 92.1 % 

Surnrnary Of Terms 
NCD@6û Neutra1 Current Diversion Increase At  Nominal Frequency 
NCD@180 Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
NGV@GO Neutral To Ground Voltage Reductton lmprovement At Nominal Frequency 
NGV@ 180 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovernent At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
tFL-GND Line To Ground Fault Current Level Rise 
LO Trap Load Duty Based On 60 Hz Rating 

Expected Neutral Current With Trap Application 

Expected RMS Neutral Current (In) = sqrt ((in@60)x(l -NCD@6û) A 2 + (ln@18O)x(l .NCD@180) 2) 

ln = 25.718 amps 
Neutral Current Reduction = 39.77% 

Trap Duty Calculation LD = 92.0996 



Mode1 2 Calculation Summaq 
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Cue Study - Zuo  S.quoncr F iitn - Zig-Zag Applicrtion At Oranch P~ML 

Tebk 01 Common Variablu 
Variable 

Nominal Freqummy 
Calculateci Frepuency 
Harmonic Ordar 

Pei Unit Base Definitions 
Base Mearure 

Sbass -----> 
Vbase -----> 
Zbase ------> 
lbare -------> 
Zbase-old ---> 

Sequence Circuit Calculation 

Circuit Definition 

Positive Saquence Circurt 
Nbgative Sequoncs Circuit 
Zero Sequence Circuit 
Zero Sequence Trap 

Valu* 

60 
60 

1 

Value 

150 
208 

0.28843 

721 .l!M 
8.6528 

Code 

Zr1 
zs2 
210 
ZTo 

Intermediata Circutt Aeduction Calculation 
Zero Sequence Parallel ZPO 
Zero Saquenco Combination 
Zero Sequence Combination 

Circuit Evaluation Prior To Trap Installation 
Total lmpedance Belore Trap Zx 
Total Current lx 
Zero Sequence Voltage Vxo 
Zero Sequeneo Curient 1x0 

Circuit Evaluation Atter Trap Installation 
Total Irnpodanca Attar Trap ZY 
Total Current IY 

Zoro Saqwnco Trap Voltage Vy To 
taro Saquanca Trap Cuitant ly To 
Zero Soquonca Trap Load SyTo 

Ouantity 

kV A 
Volts 
ohms 
amps 
ohms 

based on primary supply transformer capacity 
b a r d  on primary supply voltage rattng 

neded for transformer lrap conversion frorn old to new base 

( Red. Coordinats ] 
r + 1x1 

Calculation Pu + Pu 

Zc t +Zt l  0.2449 + 0.0847 

Zc2+Zt2 0.2449 c 0.0647 
Zco + Zto 0,6759 + O. l 1 11 

ZTo 0.3461 t 0.0321 

ZTo il Zso 0.2292 + 0.0267 
ZTo + Zso 1.022 + O 1432 

ZTowZso 0.2304 + 0.0601 

Z s l +  Zs2 + Zso 1.1657 + 0.2406 
VlnlZx 0.4747 + -0.088 

IxeZSo 0.3317 + -0013 

VXOIZ so 0.4843 + -0.02 

[ Polar Coordinate ] 
R PHI PHI 



- 
Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Zig-Zag Application At Branch Panel 

System Sequence Components Calculations 

Conductor Calculations 
Positive And Negative Sequence Conductor Values --------------- > 

[ Z per unit L ] [ Circuit ] [ Total lmpedance 1 
Conductor R jXi Lengrh R' jXl' 

Size ohms 1 1000' 1000' ohms ohms 

Scale Factor For Zero Sequence Calculation 

Transformer Calculations 
Positive And Negaiive Sequeoce Transformer Values ------------------------ > 
[ Transformer Nameplateflest Oata ] [ Totat trnpedance ] 
Transformer Ratings Windings X/R R' jXl* 

kVA 2 %  P r \  Sec Ratio ?6 / O/O 

Zcl 8 zc2 
[ P.U. lrnpedance 1 

r jxi 

PU PU 

Zco 
( P.U. lrnpedance 1 

r 

PU 

0.01 475 
0.05405 
0.25072 
0.03074 
0.31 142 

z t i  a zt2 

jx! 
PU 

0.01 02s 
0.01 562 
0.0263 7 
0.010t4 
0.00607 

( P.U. lrnpedance ] 
r 1x1 

P U  PU 

Zto 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r jxl 

PU PU 

Note Zero Sequence lmpedance Of Zig-Zag Transformer Is Typically 15 % - 20 % Of 21. 
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Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Zig-Zag Application At Branch Panel 

Sequence Components Calculation Summarj 

NCD@60 NCD@1 BO N-Gv@60 N-Gv@180 111-gnd Tduty 

Wye-Delta Trap At Load 
Zig-Zag Trap At Load 

Surnrnary Of Terms 
NCD@GO Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At Nominal Frequency 
NC0@180 Neutral Current Diversion Increase At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
N-Gv@60 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At Nominal Frequency 
N-Gv@ 1 80 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction Improvement At 3rd Harrnonic Frequency 
111-gnd Line To Ground Fault Current Level Rise 
LD Trap Load Duty Based On 60 Hz flating 

Expected Neutral Current 'Wh Trap Application 
Load Zig-Zag 

NCD@ 60 34.15% 66.38% 
NCD@ 180 25.61 ?/O 70.42% 

Expected RMS Neutral Current (In) = sqrt ((fn@60)x(l -NCD@60) * 2 + ( Ine l  8O)x(l -NCD@l80) A 2) 

In = 10.94 Amps 
Neutral Current Reduction = 74.38% 

Trap Duty Calcuiation LD = 1 l2.84?6 



Mode1 3 Calculation Summary 
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Caae Study - Zero Saqwrtce Fi l tu  - Wye-Oelta W i i  TuMd Srries Caprcitor Application At  Branch Pand 

Squence Compomnts Calculation 

Table 01 Cornmon Variables 
Variab fa 

Nominal F requrncy 

Calculateci Frequency 
Harmonie Order 

Fer Unit Bas. Delinitions 
Base Mearure 

Sb are ----- > 
Vbare -------> 
Zbase -..----> 
Ibase ----> 
Zbase-cld ----> 

Sequence Circud Calculatton 

Circuit Definition 

Positive Sequence Circuit 
Nagative Sequence Circuit 
Zero Sequence Circuit 
Zero Sequence Trap 

Value Quantity 

Value Quantrty 

150 kVA 
208 Volts 

0.28843 ohms 
721.154 amps 
8.6528 ohms 

Code Calculation 

Intermediate Circuit Reduction Calculation 
Zero Sequence Parallel ~ p o  n o  ! / Z S O  

Zero Sequence Combination ZTo + Zso 
Zero Sequence Combination f To'Zso 

b a s d  on primary supply transformer capacity 
b a r d  on primary rupply voltage rating 

needed for transformer trap conversion trom old to new base 

flect. Coordinate 1 
r + jxl 

PU + PU 

Circurt Evaluation Prior To Trap Installation 
Total lmpedance Before T rap Zx Zr1 + Zs2 +Zso 1 1657 + O 2406 
Total Curren; lx VlnlZx 0.4747 + -0 098 
Zero Sequence Voltage Vxo IxbZso 0 3317 + -0.013 

taro Sequence Curtent 1x0 VxoIZso 0.4843 + -0 02 

Circuit Evaluation ARer Trap Installation 
Total Impedancr Atter Trap Zy Zsl+Zs2+ZsolRTo 1.1676 +0.1637 
Total Cuirent ly VlnlZy 0.4846 + 9.M8 
Zero Saquance Trap Voltage VyTo ly%o 0.3308 + -0.029 
Zero Sqwnce  Trap Current IyTo VyTolZTo 0.0151 + 0.0529 
Zero Sequenca Trap Lord SyTo (VyTo).(VyTo) I Zo 0.0889 + 4.029 

( Polar Coordinats 1 
R PHI PHI 

Pu ( O 1 (rads) 



. 
Case Study - Zero Sequmnce Filter - Wyo-Delta With Tuned Series Capacitot Application At Branch Panel 

System Sequence Components Calculations 

Conductot Calculations 
PosHive And Nogative Sequence Conductor Values -----------------------> 

[ Z per unit L ] [ Circuit 1 [ Total lmpedance ] 
Conductor R jXi Length R ' jXi' 

Site ohms 1000' 1 000' ohms ohms 

R XI 
Scale Factor For Zero Sequence Calculation 3.15 2.46 

Transformer Calculations 
Positive And Negalive Sequence Transformer Values -W.--------------------- > 
[ Transformer NameplatelTest Data ] [ Total lmpedance ] 
Transformer Ratings Windings XIR R' jXi6 

kVA Z 96 Pr \ Sec Ratio % / %  

Tuned Series Capacitor Reactance Xc @60Hz = -22.277 
C = 119.08 u f  

Zcl a zc2 
[ P.U. knpedance ) 

r jxl 

PU PU 

Zco 
[ P.U. lmpedance ) 

r jxt 

PU PU 

Zt1 & 212 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r jxi 

PU P U  

Zto 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r jxl 
PU PU 

Note 1. Tho Series Capacitor IS Added To The Trap Transformer For lmproved Fauit Current Performance. 
Note 2. The Valuo Of The Seri08 Capacitor Is Established To Otfaet The Ttap lrnpedance At 180 Hz. 
Zol t l  = 1 



. 
Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Wye-Delta With Tuned Series Capacitor Application At Branch Panel 

Sequence Components Calculation Surnrnary 

Mode! Description NCD@60 NCD@18O N-Gv@GO N-Gv@180 111-gnd Tduty 

Wye-Delta Trap At Load 34.1 5% 25.61 % 32.16% 23.70% 22.57% 92.1% 
Zig-Zag Trap At Load 66.38% 70.42% 66.32% 69.5096 61.79% 1 12.8% 
Wye-Delta Set. Cap At Load 1 1.23% 44.98% 0.93% 40.21 % 0.96% 88.1 % 

Surnrnary Of Terms 
NCD@60 Neutral Current Diversion Increase At Nominal Frequency 
NCD@180 Neutra1 Current Diversion Increase At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
N-Gv@GO Neutra1 To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At Nominal Frequency 
N-Gu@ 180 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At 3rd Harrnonic Frequency 
111-gnd Line To Ground Fault Current Level Rise 
LD Trap Load Duty Based Cn 60 Hz Rating 

Expected Neutral Current With Trap Application 
Load Zig-Zag Tuned Cap 

NCD@ ôû 34.1 596 66.38% 1 1.23% 
NCO@ 180 25.61 9'0 70.42% 44.98% 

Expected RMS Neutra1 Current (In) = sqrt ((ln@ôO)x(t -NCD@60) A 2 + (In@1 BO)x(l -NCD@l80) A 2) 

In = 23.437 amps 
Neutral Current Reduction = 45.1 196 

Trap Duty Calculatiun LD = 88.1 3% 



Mode1 4 Calculation Summary 
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Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Conventional Wye-Delta Application At Splitter Panel 

Sequence Comporiants Calculation 

Table Of Cornmon Variables 
Variable Value Quantity 

Nominal Frequency 
Calcutated Frequency 
Harmonic Order 

Per Unit Base Definitions 
Base Measure 

Sequence Circuit Calculation 

Value Quantity 

150 kVA 
208 Volts 

0.2804 ohms 
721.15 amps 
1.7306 ohms 

Circuit Definition Code Calculation 

Positive Sequence Circuit Zs1 Zc l+Zt l  
Negative Sequence Circuit Zs2 Zc2iZt2 
Zero Sequence Circuit ZsO Zco+Zto 
Zero Sequence Trap ZTo ZTo 

Intermediate Circuit Reduction Calculation 
Zero Sequence Parallel Zpo ZTo lI Zso 
Zero Sequence Combination n o  + Zso 
Zero Sequence Corn bination tTo*Zso 

Circuit Evaluation Prior To Trap Installation 
Total Irnpedance Before Trap Zx Zsl+Zs2+Zso 
Total Current lx Vln/Zx 
Zero Sequence Voltage Vxo IxmZso 
Zero Sequence Current 1x0 Vxo/Zso 

Circuit Evaluation Anet Trap Installation 
Total lmpedance Atter Trap Zy Z s l + Z s 2 + Z s o / l ~ o  
Total Current [y VWZy 
Zero Sequence Trap Voltage VyTo 1ymZso 
Zero Sequence Trap Current lyTo VyTo/ZTo 
Zero Sequence Trap Load SyTo (VyTo)*(VyTo) / Zo 

based on primary supply transformer capacity 
based on primary supply voltage rating 

needed for transformer trap conversion (rom old to new base 

[ Rect. Coordinate ] 
r + 1x1 

pu + pu 

[ Polar Coordinate ] 
R PHI PHI 

PU ( 0 (rads) 



. 
Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Conventional Wye-Delta Application At Splitter Panel 

System Sequence Components Calculations 

Conductor Calculations 
Positive A, id Negative Sequence Conductor Values ---------------------- > 

[ Z per unit L 1 [ Circuit j [ Total lmpedance ] 
Conductor F1 + jXl Length R' + jXI' 

Size ohms 1 1000' 1 000' ohms + ohms 

Scaie Factor For Zero Sequence Calculasion 

Transformer Calculations 
Positive And Negative Sequence Transformer Values ------------------------ > 
I Transformer NameplatelTest Data ] [ Total Irnpedance ] 

Transformer Ratings Windings X/R A'  + 1x1' 
kVA Z ?/o Pr \ Sec Ratio ?/0 / ?& 

Zcl & zc2 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r + jxl 

PU + PU 

zco 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r + 1x1 

PU + PU 

Ztl 8 Zt2 
[ P.U. lmpedance 1 

r + 1x1 

PU + PU 

Zto 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r + 1x1 

PU + PU 
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Case Study - Zero Sequsnce Filter - Convent[onal Wye-Delta Application At Splitter Paneî 

Trap Performance Aesults Calculation Summary 

Model Description NCD@60 NCDa180 NGV@GO NGV@180 IFL-GND LD 

Wye-Delta Trap At Splitter 20.1 1 % 42.22% 18.54% 37.01% 9.96% 100.6% 

Summary Of Terms 
NCD@60 Neutra1 Current Diversion lncrease At Nominal Frequency 

NCD@ 180 Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At  3rd Harmonic Frequency 

NGV@60 Neutral To Ground Voltage Aeduction lmprovement At Nominal Frequency 

NGV@ 1 80 Neutra1 To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At 3rd Harrnonic Frequency 

IFL-GND Line To Ground Fault Current Level Rise 
LD Tiap Load Outy Based On 60 Hz Rating 

Expected Neutrai Current With Trap Application 

Expected RMS Neutral Current (In) = sqrt ((ln@60)x(1 -NC0@60) * 2 4 ( I n a l  BO)x(l -NCO@ 180) A 2) 

In = 89.494 amps 

Neutral Current Reduction = 23.77% 

Trap Duty Calculation LD = 100.58% 



Mode1 5 Calculation Summary 
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Case Study - Zuo Squame Filtar - Zig-Zag Applkatkn At Splittor Panel 

Sequencs Compononts Caleulatlon 

Table Of Common Variables 
Variable 

Nominal Frequency 
Calculated Frequency 
Haimonic Ordrr 

Par Unit Base Definitions 
Base Measure 

Sbase ----> 
Vbase ----> 
Zbase ------> 
Ibase -------> 
Zbase-old ------> 

Sequence Circuit Calculation 

Value Quantity 

150 kVA 
208 Votts 

0.20843 ohms 
721.154 arnps 
1.73056 ohms 

Circuit Osfinitian Code Calculation 

Posnive Sequencs Circuit Zsl Zcl+2\1 
Negative Sequence Circuit 212 Zc2+2!2 
Zero Sequence Circuit ZsO Zco+Zto 
Zero Sequance Trap ZTo PTo 

Intermediate Circuit Reduction Calculation 
Zaro Sequarrca Parallel ~ p o  n o  11 zso 
Zero Sequenca Combination ZTo + Zso 
Zero Sequenca Combination ZToeZso 

basecl on primary supply transformer capacity 
based on primary supply voltage rating 

n d d  for transformer trsp conversion trom old to new base 

[ Rect. Coordinate 1 
r + p l  

PU PU 

Circuit Evaluatron Prior To Trap Installation 
Total lmpedancr Before Trap Zx Zs1 +ZsO+Zso 0.1 552 4 0.1 7498 
Total Current lx VlniZx f ,6387 + -1.8455 
Zero Sequence Voltage Vxo Ix8Zro 0.2624 + 9.041 
Zero Sequence Current 1x0 VxolZso 2.4371 + -0.381 

Circuit Evaluation Attor Trap installation 
Total Impodancs ARer Trap Zy Zr1 +ZsZ+ZsoilZTo 0.1445 + 0.1 4867 
Total Current ly VlnRy 1.9395 t -1.9856 
Zero Soquence Trap Voltage VyTo lygZro 0.2246 + 4.0624 
Zero Sqwnca  Trap Current lyto VyfoiZro 0.7002 + -0.2206 
Zero Soquence Trap Lord SyTo (VyTo)*(VyTo) / Zo 0.0595 + -0.2553 

[ Polar Coordinate j 
R PHI PHI 

Pu ( 0 1 (rads) 



. 
Case Study - Zcro Sequence Filter - Zig-Zag Application At Splitter Panel 

System Sequence Components Calculetions 

Conductor Calculations 
Positive And Negative Sequence Conductor Values -------------------> 

[ Z per unit L ] [ Circuit j [ Total lmpedance ] 
Conductor R + jX1 Length R' + jX1' 

Site ohms / 1000' 1 000' ohms + ohms 

Scale Factor For Zero Sequence Calculation 

Transformer Calculations 
Positive And Negative Sequence Transformer Values ------------------------> 
[ Transformer Nameplateflest Data ] ( Total lmpedance 1 

Transformer Ratings Windings X/R R ' + jXI1 
kVA 2% Pr \ Sec Ratio 96 / ?A 

ZCI a z ~ 2  
[ P.U. lrnpedance ] 

r + jxl 

PU + PU 

zco 
[ P.U. lmpedance ] 

r + jxl 

PU + PU 

Zt1 & ZM 
[ P.U. lmpedance j 

r c jxi 

PU + PU 

210 
[ P.U. lrnpedance ] 

r + jxl 
PU + PU 

Note Zero Sequence Impedance Of Zig-Zag Transformer Is Typically 15 K - 20 ?C Of 21 



- 
Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Zig-Zag Application At Splitter Panel 

Sequence Cornponents Calculation Surnmary 

NCD@60 NCO@ t 00 N-Gv@ôû N-Gv@I 80 Ifl-gnd Tduty 

Wye-Delta Trap At Splitter 20.1 1 % 42.22% 10.54% 37.01 X 9.96% 100.6% 
Zig-Zag Trap At Splitter 26.38% 63.04% 22.21 % 44.73 % 1 2.82% 57.7% 

Surnmary Cf Terms 
NCD@6û Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At Nominal Frequency 
NCD@180 Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
N-Gv@W Neutraf To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At Nominal Frequency 
N-Gv@ 1 80 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
Ifl-gnd Line To Ground Fault Current Level Rise 
LD Trap Load Outy Based On 60 Hz Ratmg 

Expected Neutral Current With Trap Application 
Load Zig -Zag 

NCD@ 60 20.1 1% 26.38% 
NCD@ 180 42.22% 63.04% 

Expected RMS Neutra1 Current (In) = sqrt ((ln@6û)x(1 -NCI3@60) 2 + (In@ 1 8O)x(l -NCD@ 180) A 2) 

In = 65.86 Amps 
Neutra4 Current Reduction = 43.90% 

Trap Duty Calculation LD = 57.6906 



Mode1 6 Caiculation Summary 



. 
Casa Study - Zrro Soquancr Filter - Wya-Oelta Wiîh Tund Saries Capacitor Application At Splitiarr Pand 

Sequenco C m p o m G  Calculation 

Tabk 01 Common Variablos 
Variabk Value Quantity 

Nominal Frequency 
Calculated Frequency 
Harmonic Order 

Per Unit Base Definitions 
Base Measure Value Quantity 

Sbare -----> 
Vbase -----> 
Zbase -----r 
lb-e -.---.----> 
Zbase-old ----> 

Saquence Circuit Calculation 

150 kVA 
208 Volts 

0.28843 ohms 
721.154 amps 
1.73056 ohms 

Circuiî Detinrtion Code Calculatm 

Positive Sequance Circuit Zsl Zcl +Zt l  
Negative Sequence Circuiî Zs2 Zc2+Zt2 
Zero Sequence Circuit ZsO Zco+Zto 
Zero Sequence Trap ZTo ZTo 

Intermediate Circutt Raduction Calculation 
Zero Sequencs Paraltel Zpo n o  Il Zso 
Zero Ssquence Combination A 0  + Zso 
Zero Sequence Combination ZToDZso 

based on piiman/ supply transtormer capactty 
based on primary supply voltage rating 

needed for transformer trap conversion (rom old to new base 

[ Recl. Coordinats 1 
r + 1x1 

PU + PU 

Circurt Evaluation Prior To Trap Installation 
Total Impedancs Bilore Trap Zx Zsl+Zs2+Zso O 1552 + O. 1 7498 
Total Current lx VlniZx 1 6367 + -1.8455 
taro Sequence Voltage Vxo IxmZso 0.2624 r -0.041 
Zero Sequence Currant 1x0 VxoiZso 2.4371 + -0.381 

Circuit Evaluation Attsr Trap lnstsllatian 
Total Impeâance Atter Trap Zy Zr1 +Zs2+ZsollïTo 0. t843 + 0.16562 
Total Currmnt ly Vln/ty 1.7426 + -1.7554 
Zrro Soqusnco Trap Voltage VyTo ly.2~0 0.2645 + -0.0587 
Zaro Sequonco Trap Cuiront lyTo VyTo/ZTo 0.1949 + 0.22616 
Zero Sequeme T rap Load SyTo (VyTo)'(VyTo) l Zo 0.1 063 + -0.296 



. 
Case Study - Zero Sequrnce Filter - Wye-Deita With Tuned Seiies Capacitor Application At Sptitterr Panel 

System Sequence Cornponenb Calculations 

Conductor Calculations 
Positive And Negativo Sequence Conductor Values -------------------- > Zc1 8 Zc2 

[ Z per unit L ] [ Circuit ] [ Total lmpedance ] ( P.U. lmpedance J 
Conductor R + jX1 Length R' + jXIb r + jxl 

Size ohms / 1000' 1000' ohms + ohms PU + PU 

Scale Factor For Zero Sequence Calculation 

Transformer Calculations 
Positive And Negative Sequence Transformer Values -- -.a------------------ > 211 & Zt2 
( Transformer Nameplateflest Oata ] f Total lmpedance ] [ P.U. lmpedance ] 
Transformer Ratings Windings X/R R' ;Xi' r + jxl 

kVA 2 %  Pr \ Sec Ratio 9'0 1 % Pu + PU 

Tuned Series Capacitor Roactance Xc@60Hz= -15.0517 
C = 176.23 UF 

Note 1. The Series Capacitor tS Added To The Trap Transformer For lmproved Fault Current Pedormance. 
Note 2. The Value Of Ttte Series Capacitor 1s Established To Offset The Trap lmpedance At 180 Hz. 
t o i Z 1  = 1 



. 
Case Study - Zero Sequence Filter - Wye-Delta With Tuned Series Capacitot Application At Splitterr Pane! 

Sequence Components Calculation Summar/ 

Model Description NCD@GO NCD@l8O N-Gv@60 N-Gv@180 Ifl-gnd Tduty 

Wye-Delta Trap At Splitter 20.1 1% 42.22% 1 8.54% 37.01 % 9.96% 100.6% 
Zig-Zag Trap At Splitter 26.38% 63.04% 22.21 % 44.71 lo 12.82% 57.7% 
Wye-Delta Ser. Cap At Splitter 12.1 5% 56.57% -1.73% 34.87% 0.25% 46.3% 

Sumrnary Of Terms 
NCD@6û Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At Nominal Frequency 
NCD@I 80 Neutral Current Diversion lncrease At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
N-Gv@60 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At Nominal Frequency 
N-Gv@ 180 Neutral To Ground Voltage Reduction lmprovement At 3rd Harmonic Frequency 
Ifl-gnd Line To Ground Fault Current Level Rise 
LD Trap Load Outy Based On 60 Hz Rating 

Expected Neutral Current With Trap Application 
Load Zig-Zag Tuned Cap 

NCD@ 60 20.1 17'0 26.38% 12.15% 
NCD@ 180 42.22% 63.04% 56.57% 

Expected RMS Neutral Current (In) = sqrt ((in@6û)x(i -NCD@60) A 2 + (In@ 180)x(l -NCD@l80) A 2) 

In = 77.965 arnps 
Neutra1 Current Reduction = 33.59% 

Trap Outy Calculation LD = 46.31 % 


